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Abstract

by Stacey Y. Robles
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2002

The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of a freshman

orientation course on the academic performance and retention of new community college

students. This study was designed to obtain quantitative as well as qualitative data. In

part one, a survey was distributed to students, who attended Coral College from the fall

of 1996 through the fall of 1999, completed Guidance 10 and scored no higher than a

level one or a level two on 2 out of 3 of the assessment tests. Survey data was used to

frame interview questions for the qualitative part of the study. In part two, 12 students,

who completed Guidance 10 and returned a survey, were interviewed to investigate in

greater depth how the course did or did not influence them to stay enrolled in college.

Interviews were used to give students the opportunity to share their stories and how their

experiences in Guidance 10 influenced them to stay enrolled in college.

Data from the interviews suggested that a relationship between the course

objectives and the respondents' grade point averages does not exist. However, the data
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from the interviews indicated that there is a relationship between the course objectives

and retention. Respondents identified particular aspects of the orientation course that

influenced them to stay enrolled in college. Meeting with a counselor, going on a

campus tour, learning time management, learning to speak in front of others, and learning

about the potential earnings of a college graduate were aspects of the course that

influenced students to persist in college.

Counselors and faculty are encouraged to continue to recommend this course to

new students, and administrators are advised to ensure that there are a sufficient number

of sections available for new students trying to enroll in the course. Finally, the

institution must make a commitment to retention and investigate various methods to

retain students through some type of orientation.

Recommendations are made for educators, who can make a difference in their

educational institutions and influence change, which will affect the retention of new

community college students.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Background of the Study

Student retention has been a longstanding issue in academia. Colleges have

succeeded in recruiting students but have had a difficult time retaining students who are

classified as nontraditional students. According to Copland (1989), traditional students

are identified as eighteen to twenty-two years old, living on campus, and taking full time

classes whereas adult learners or nontraditional students lack these characteristics.

Marlow (1989) indicated that defining the typical nontraditional student is difficult. In

addition, Marlow indicated that nontraditional students represent a very diverse group of

older students. Nontraditional students are less likely to complete their degrees in

comparison to traditional students because nontraditional students generally face more

challenges (Glass & Garrett, 1995). Cook (1996) explained,

Campuses of the nineties are radically different from those of past decades, and

because of these changes it is increasingly important that new student orientation

programs be implemented. Two-year colleges have experienced large increases

in enrollments from groups of students that traditionally have not accessed higher

education. (p. 3)

Populations, such as students with disabilities, minorities, displaced workers, and

students from diverse socioeconomic classes, are now enrolling at two-year institutions in

greater numbers than ever before (ACPA, 1994; Jacobs, 1993; Uperaft, 1993).
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Furthermore, Pascarella and Terenzini (1991) indicated that generally if a student is (a)

from a lower socioeconomic class, (b) a minority, (c) academically under prepared, (d)

physically challenged, (e) working, (f) living off campus, (g) without family stability or

support, and (h) enrolled part time, he/she is more likely to drop out.

Blum and Spangehl (1982) suggested that all college students, particularly high-

risk students, need a support system to help them to succeed in college. The most

important factor that affects student persistence is involvement in the college academic

environment (Astin, 1975). According to Tinto (1987), a student must have interactions

with faculty, staff and other students to help the student develop a sense of "fitting in"

and remain at the college.

In the state of California, community colleges created an orientation course in

response to the need for students to have a support system. The course was developed to

assist students with developing academic, personal and social skills to help them succeed

in college. These courses create opportunities for students to integrate socially and

academically into the college environment. Fralisck (1993) concluded that students who

complete an orientation course are less likely to leave the college and have a higher grade

point average (GPA) than those who do not take an orientation course. According to

Fralisck, it is common for a community college to have a 60% dropout rate from one

semester to the next. Furthermore, the best way to increase the freshman-to-graduate

retention rate is to improve the performance of students in the first year.

The most critical transition period occurs during the first two to six weeks of the

semester. According to Levitz & Noel (1989), of the students who drop out during the

year, half drop out in the first six weeks. The authors concurred that a caring attitude of

2
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faculty and staff is most crucial during this six-week period. Furthermore, the quality and

responsiveness of faculty and staff may be the most powerful resources available for

improving student retention and success.

Problem Statement

An increasing number of jobs in the 21g Century require college degrees. A

college degree opens doors and increases the number of opportunities for jobs.

According to the United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census (2000),

students who have a high school diploma will make $22,272 per year while students with

a four-year university degree will start out at $43,630 per year. Over a lifetime of

working thirty years, a person with a high school diploma will only earn $609,000 while

a college graduate will earn $1,421,000. The impact a college education can have on a

person's potential earnings is evident. The difficult task at the community college level

is retaining new students until they graduate with a certificate, associate's degree or

transfer to a four-year university. Student retention at the community college level is a

major problem. Students drop out for various reasons such as personal and social factors

that are not related to academic factors. This study investigated the influence of a

freshman orientation course on the academic performance and retention of new

community college students.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of a freshman

orientation course on the academic performance and retention of new community college

students.

3
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Significance of the Study

The results of this study are useful to the following groups:

I. Administrators at community colleges struggle with finding ways to retain

their students. Administrators are responsible for developing programs that retain

students and help them graduate or transfer to a four-year university. Student retention at

the community college level is a major problem that affects funding; therefore, it is

imperative that administrators learn about programs that will retain students.

2. Counselors at community colleges are interested in ways to help retain

students. The mission of most counseling departments is to help students to be successful

by providing career, college and personal counseling. Counselors as well as teachers

interact with students the most and potentially can make the biggest impact on retaining

students.

3. Teachers at community colleges go into the teaching profession because they

want to help students learn new information and be successful by graduating with a

degree or transferring to a four-year university. Teachers are interested in learning about

what they can do to help retain students as well as support them while they are enrolled at

the community college. The findings of this study will assist teachers in understanding

the role they play in retaining community college students.

Research Questions

This study focused on the following research questions.

1. What are the influences of a freshman orientation course on the academic

performance of new community college students?

2. What are the influences of a freshman orientation course on the retention of

4
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new community college students?

3. What is the relationship between the objectives of the course and student

outcomes such as GPA and retention?

Definitions

Definitions are included to provide a common language and understanding of the

terms used in this research study.

1 . Associate 's Degree: A degree (Associate in Arts or Associate in Science) granted

by a community college which recognizes a student's satisfactory completion of an

organized program of at least 60 semester units including the major and general

education requirements (San Joaquin Delta College Catalog, 99-00).

2. Certificate: A certificate granted by a community college, which recognizes a

student's satisfactory completion of an organized program of vocational study

(San Joaquin Delta College Catalog, 99-00).

3. Community College Student: One who is enrolled in a course at an institution

accredited to award the Associate in Arts or the Associate in Science as its highest degree

(Cohen & Brawer, 1996).

4. Freshman Success: Progress a freshman student makes towards fulfilling his/her

educational and personal goals by developing academic and intellectual competence,

establishing and maintaining interpersonal relationships, developing an identity, deciding

on a career, maintaining personal health and wellness, and developing an integrated

philosophy of life (Uperaft & Gardner, 1989). The authors concluded that freshman

success occurs when a student takes advantage of the college environment by developing

his/her maximum potential.

5
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5. Full-time Student: A student enrolled in 12 or more course units in a regular

semester or four or more units during the summer session (San Joaquin Delta

College Catalog, 99-00).

6. General Education (GE): A group of courses required to earn a degree, which

provide a broadly based education (San Joaquin Delta College Catalog, 99-00).

7 . Grade Point Average (GPA): An overall level of academic achievement used as a

measure in making decisions regarding good standing, probation, disqualification, and

dismissal, eligibility for graduation and transfer to four-year institutions. The grade point

average is derived from the following unit system: A= 4 grade points per unit, B=3 grade

points per unit, C=2 grade points per unit, D=1 grade point per unit and F=0 grade points

per unit. The GPA is calculated by dividing the total number of grade points received by

the number of units attempted (San Joaquin Delta College Catalog, 99-00).

8. Level I: For the purposes of this study, level one is equivalent to the skill level of

a student with very basic skills.

9. Level 2: For the purposes of this study, level two is equivalent to the skill level of

a pre-college student.

10. Level 3: For the purposes of this study, level three is equivalent to the skill level

of a college student.

11. Matriculation: A process that brings a college and a student, who enrolls for

credit, into an agreement for the purpose of realizing the student's educational objective.

Primary components of matriculation are assessment, orientation, and counseling (San

Joaquin Delta College Catalog, 99-00).

12. Orientation: Any effort by an institution to help freshman make a successful
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transition from their previous environment to the college environment (Perigo &

Uperaft, 1989).

13. Persister: A student whose transcript shows any final grade (A-F, CR, NC, I, W)

for the beginning and subsequent semester (Anderson, 1999).

14. Progress Probation: This occurs when a student enrolls in at least 12 semester

units and receives "W," "I," or "No Credit" in fifty percent or more of all of his/her units.

(San Joaquin Delta College Student Handbook, 99-00).

15. Retention: For the purposes of this study, retention occurs when a student

completes a certificate, Associate's degree or transfer requirements.

16. Scholastic Probation: This occurs when a student attempts at least 12 semester

units and earns a grade point average below 2.00 in all the units that were graded (San

Joaquin Delta College Student Handbook, 99-00).
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The purpose of this study was to examine the influence of an orientation course

on the academic performance and retention of new community college students. This

chapter includes (a) an historical background on orientation, (b) design elements of

successful orientation programs, (c) environmental contexts of two and four-year

universities, (d) variables beyond orientation that influence retention, (e) student

development theories, and (f) modifications to orientation for diverse student populations.

Historical Background

Until 1940, two-year colleges were known as junior colleges (Cohen & Brawer,

1989). Later, the term "community college" was used instead of junior college because

the term represented a more comprehensive, publicly supported state institution (Cook,

1996). The number of two-year colleges increased from 70 junior colleges in 1900 to

almost 1100 community colleges in 1971 (Thorton, 1972). The number of two-year

colleges rose to 1,132 in 1998 (American Association of Community Colleges, 1998).

The biggest impact that two-year colleges have had on American higher education is that

they have increased access and enabled more people to attend college.

One reason for this increased enrollment in colleges was the passing of Title VI of

the Civil Rights Act of 1964 that prohibits discrimination based on race, color or national

origin in programs or activities receiving federal financial assistance (Office of Civil
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Rights, 2001). Furthermore, all federal agencies that provide grants of assistance are

required to enforce Title VI regulation. The U.S. Department of Education gives grants

of financial assistance to schools and colleges. An example of discrimination is racial

harassment or school segregation. This law is important because it gives access to

minority students, who did not have access to higher education in the past. Title VI

ensures that minority students are treated fairly and receive appropriate services.

Another primary reason for increased enrollments was the passing of the GI Bill,

which gave financial resources to individuals who returned from World War II (Cook,

1996). Education became available to people from all socioeconomic classes as well as

those who were academically under prepared. With increased enrollment, administrators

at community colleges had to identify services that were needed to support these new

students.

College educators have been interested in orientation for over one hundred years.

In 1888, Boston University offered the first orientation course (Gardner, 1986). By 1911,

Reed College in Portland, Oregon offered an orientation course for academic credit.

Many other colleges followed and by 1928, there were over 100 institutions offering

courses (Fitts & Swift, 1928). In 1986, the Seymour-Campbell Matriculation Act

mandated that California Community Colleges provide orientation for new students

(Anderson, 1999). However, students, who have completed an associate's degree or

higher and students enrolled in non-credit courses, are exempt from participating in

matriculation.

In the early 1980's, John Gardner, a professor at University of South Carolina

(USC) realized a new movement was taking place across universities and colleges in the

9
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United States. "The Freshman Year Experience" coined by Gardner (1986) encouraged

institutions to shift their resources, attention and effort to assist first and second year

students rather than upper division students. According to Gardner, the freshman year

experience movement began because of altruism, financial need of the institutions,

increased attention to the poor quality of high school graduates and the need to fix the

deficiencies in the first year of college as well as a list of other factors.

Gardner (1986) along with other educators from USC organized the first National

Conference on the Freshman Year Experience, which was hosted in February 1983. The

National Resource Center for the Freshman Year Experience at USC was established in

1988 to research and develop better programs to enhance the freshman year experience in

colleges and universities. Then, USC created University 101, a freshman seminar course

and received requests from colleagues throughout the country for information on how to

develop a similar course. This freshman seminar has been used as a model for numerous

orientation courses throughout the United States.

Data collected by the National Center for the Study of the Freshman Year

Experience indicated that approximately 70% of American colleges and universities now

offer some form of a freshman seminar course (Barefoot & Fidler, 1992). The idea of the

freshman orientation seminar is not to replace the traditional orientation activities but to

complement them (Cook, 1996). For many students, orientation seminars enhance the

development of skills that are critical to their academic and college survival. Topics

typically include such issues as note taking, time management, campus resources, test

anxiety, study skills, career exploration, goal setting, and values clarification. A national

study of extended orientation courses indicated that they are as common at two-year

10
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colleges as at four-year universities. However, there were significant differences in the

administration and the content of these courses. It was found that freshman orientation

courses at two-year colleges frequently are larger, shorter in duration, less likely to be

required, less varied in course content, and rarely used as an introduction to an academic

discipline (Rice & Devore, 1992).

Design Elements of Successful Orientation Programs

Perigo & Uperaft (1989) defined orientation as any effort to help freshman make

a successful transition from their previous environment to the college environment.

Orientation programs may vary in length, timing and content, but most institutions

provide new students with information on facilities, programs, and services.

Furthermore, these programs give new students the opportunity to interact with faculty,

staff and other new students.

Fralisck (1993) found that most students drop out of college during the first 3 to 6

weeks of school. This is a critical time when students are developing opinions about the

college and whether they want to continue their education. Fralisck suggested that

retention strategies might be most effective during this time. Noel, Levitz and Saluri

(1991) found that half of the students, who left college, did not have significant contacts

with counselors or teachers during the first three weeks. Research has demonstrated that

the most critical factor in student retention is a caring attitude by faculty and staff (Tinto,

1989). Involvement in orientation is a simple way for faculty to make student contact

and show a caring attitude to increase student retention.

The goals of orientation are to help freshmen succeed academically, develop and

adjust to college life and show them how support, advice and encouragement from their

11
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families can help them to succeed. Perigo & Uperaft (1989) developed a three-phase

orientation model, which included (a) pre-admissions, in which prospective students are

informed about the college, (b) pre-enrollment, which is a summer program for new

students, and (c) initial enrollment, which are programs before the beginning of the

semester throughout the first semester. Perigo & Uperaft concluded that to build a

comprehensive orientation program the program must (a) be based on student

development principles, (b) be appropriately timed, (c) include the students' families, (d)

allow for interaction with faculty, staff and students, (e) introduce students to the

academic demands of the college, (t) familiarize students to the campus including

services, programs and facilities, (g) be coordinated by a central office, and (h) evaluated

to determine the impact on freshman success.

According to Gass (1990) academic and social factors that should be included in

orientation are: positive peer-group development, positive interaction with faculty,

development of career goals, adequate preparation for college academics and

compatibility with student expectations and course offerings. By including academic and

social factors in orientation, a better "fit" between the institution and student is created.

The odds of a student staying at an institution increase when there is a good "fit" between

the student and the institution.

University 101, the course created by Gardner (1986), is the most well-known

freshman orientation course. The University of South Carolina conducted research over a

fourteen-year period tracking freshmen that took the course (Bianchino, 1994). The

study concluded that students, who took the course during this period, had a higher

persistence rate. The difference between nonparticipants and participants was

12
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statistically significant in lowering the dropout rate among freshmen. According to

Fidler and Hunter (1989), academic achievement, which was measured by cumulative

grade point average, did not change significantly as a result of the course. Since the

course was not required for all students it was generally composed of students with

poorer academic skills (Bianchino, 1994). Most college freshman orientation courses are

modeled after the University 101 course; however, each institution makes the course

unique to fit their student population.

In the freshman year experience programs, institutions attempt to provide an

environment that welcomes, celebrates, and assimilates freshmen while in the process

attempts to give each freshman a mentor or caring adult at the institution (Gardner, 1986).

Gardner suggested that a seminar course should include: (a) an introduction to higher

education, (b) continuing orientation, (c) academic survival skills, (d) a support group, (e)

an opportunity to make friends, (f) a mentor, (g) improving students' attitude towards

faculty, (h) career counseling, (I) making freshman feel significant, (j) generating

enthusiasm for the institution, and (k) information about opportunities and requirements

at the university.

Gordon and Grites (1984) suggested that a freshman seminar course should help

students understand: (a) the roles they will play as students; (b) why they are in college;

(c) career and life goals; (d) information about academic programs; (e) occupations

related to their educational choices; (f) time management and study skills; and (g) college

procedures, resources and services. They indicated that each institution is different and

should make these decisions based on the unique needs of the college.

According to Fralisck (1993), it is imperative that orientation provides an
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opportunity for students to explore career options and receive assistance with career

decision-making. A college orientation course is a way to provide a more in-depth

opportunity for student self-exploration and career goal setting. Finally, an orientation

course should include a "realistic picture" of the demands of college study time in order

for students to balance their schedules and be successful. For example, students who

work full time should be advised to take part time classes. Students who work full time

should be advised to take part time classes.

Shanley and Witten (1990) suggested that a freshman seminar course should be

designed to provide students with caring, student-centered instructors in small classes that

include an orientation to the university, a place to interact with peers, a setting for

exploring their values, information on extra-curricular and academic activities as well as

student services. The class should be 20 to 25 students and focus on getting students

involved in class activities. The class goals should be that students learn about

themselves, their campus and the value and meaning of higher education.

Schwitzer, McGovern and Robbins (1991) found that participation in a freshman

orientation seminar was associated with improved academic and social adjustment.

Baker, McNeila and Siryk (1985) found that entering freshmen expect more from the

college experience than they will actually realize. In addition, Baker, McNeila and Siryk

reported that the freshman seminar was a useful intervention model for promoting first-

year adjustment. Their freshman seminar model included two components: providing

realistic information about the transition to college and creating a socially supportive

environment. Baker, McNeila and Siryk stressed the importance of providing

information to students along with a supportive, interactive environment, which could
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boost students' adjustment significantly.

In any freshman orientation course, it is critical that the student feel in control of

his/her environment (Stupka, 1986). Thus, each student is required to create his/her

Student Education Plan by meeting with a counselor and mapping out the required

courses to obtain his/her educational goal. Bianchino (1994) explained that:

An orientation course helps students in the following areas: understand his/her

placement test scores and whatever remedial course work may be needed as

prerequisites; the graduation requirements for various transferable and

nontransferable degree programs; how to use the college catalog as a guide to

course selection; and how to seek assistance about college transfer or career

development issues as needed. Students also need to feel informed of the

policies, procedures, and resources that exist on the campus. Students should also

be aware of tutoring, counseling, financial aid, student government, advisement

and even child care services. Each student should know how to use these services

should the need arise. A clear understanding of basic college policies concerning

probation, deadlines for schedule changes and course withdrawals, and classroom

attendance is also clarified and made the responsibility of the student. (p. 7)

Fidler and Hunter (1989) indicated that freshman seminars had a positive

influence on retention. In addition, they reported that the relationship students had with

their professors made them more satisfied with their college experience and more likely

to return the next semester. Tinto (1985) and Terenzini and Pascarella (1977) stressed the

importance of integrating freshman into the campus social system. Seminar courses are a

way to integrate students into campus life and assist with their transition to college. Their
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research suggested that faculty-student relationships, communication skills, and study

habits might be positively associated with improved freshman academic performance.

The instructors of freshman seminars should help students develop as well as

teach them concepts and information about the college. The philosophy of a freshman

seminar course should be that learning is exciting and fun. In addition, the course should

provide the opportunity for the students and instructors to learn. The goal of the course is

to get students involved in the class and "turn them on" to learning. When students are

excited about learning the instructor becomes excited and the cycle begins.

Students, who develop holistically, are more likely to survive their freshman year,

have a more meaningful college experience and become mature adults. Fidler and Hunter

(1989) suggested that the course must begin with activities that make the class become a

"home base" for the students through activities such as name chains, lifelines, and values-

clarification exercises. The instructor must self-disclose and encourage participation by

being the "guinea pig" and going first in the activities.

Next, the instructor should cover essential topics such as study skills, library

research, career planning and writing techniques. The pedagogy should be a combination

of didactic, experiential and interactive in order for students to stay interested in the

course content. Finally, the framework of the course should be based on Chickering's

(1969) student development model, which helps students to grow academically,

vocationally, socially, physically, emotionally and spiritually.

Environmental Contexts of Two and Four-year Colleges

Feldman (1993) explained that most research on retention is done at the

baccalaureate level and at institutions with residential facilities; consequently, retention at
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community colleges is not well understood. Feldman believed that there were

"preexisting factors" that determined which students were most likely to drop out.

Furthermore, she indicated that students at a community college were different than

students at a four-year university, therefore factors associated with retention and attrition

would be different. Feldman stated, "the mission of the community college and the type

of students admitted are, in many cases, substantially different from four-year

institutions. Thus, it might be expected that the factors associated with attrition/retention

would operate differently" (p. 504). Feldman found that there is no one model that is

applicable to all institutions. Additional research should done at the community college

level to identify factors that are unique to that setting.

According to Brooks-Leonard (1991), students, who attend community colleges,

are much more likely to attend college part-time versus students, who attend a four-year

university. The author concluded that community college students are more likely not to

return to college. Brooks-Leonard found that students, who attend college on a full-time

basis, return at a much higher rate than those who attend part-time. She examined the

interaction between student demographics (full-time/part-time status) and academic

factors. Working more than part-time and attending college part-time reduce the chances

for students to interact with others and become involved in extra-curricular activities.

Moreover, the probability that these students will fully integrate into the campus culture

decreases.

According to Glass and Garrett (1995), community college students have a higher

drop out rate than students at a four-year university because community colleges have

low admissions requirements, are public, two-year colleges and nonresidential.
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Furthermore, the authors explained that a typical community college student has special

characteristics that are associated with higher attrition. The authors indicated that some

of these characteristics are low socioeconomic status, low Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)

scores, low high school grades and a low level of educational goals. Furthermore,

community colleges have fewer opportunities for students to integrate into the college

culture. Many of the students are commuters who have little contact with faculty or

students at the college (Tinto, 1987).

Variables Beyond Orientation that Influence Retention

There are many variables beyond orientation curriculum that influence student

retention rates such as nonacademic variables. Several studies have shown that

nonacademic variables predict college adjustment outcomes better than academic ability

variables. According to Martin, Swatz-Kulstad and Madson (1999), these nonacademic

variables are social (parental separation), personal-emotional (coping style), and

institutional attachment. Furthermore, Tinto (1987) reported that academic performance

is not the only factor that attributes to students leaving college. He found that nearly 85%

of students leave college for reasons other than their academic performance.

Programming aimed at retaining students may help prevent attrition when it is due to

poor college adjustment.

Pascarella and Terenzini (1979) found that social isolation was the most important

predictor of student dropouts rather than academic performance. Wilder (1983) found

that negative attitudes and perceptions about the college environment along with other

factors made students want to drop out of college. Finally, Wilder concluded that

students with little personal contact with teaching faculty felt alienated and thus caused
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them to want to drop out.

Gerdes and Mallinckrodt (1994) found that emotional and social adjustment

factors were better predictors of student drop outs rather than academic adjustment

factors. For students not struggling academically, contact with professors, satisfaction

with courses and a sense of self-confidence were the best predictors of student

persistence. Johnson (1997) found that undergraduates, who stayed in college, had

positive perceptions of the campus and the faculty. These students felt that they were

able to interact and get to know the faculty.

For students struggling academically, the best predictors were satisfaction with

extracurricular activities, freedom from anxiety and absence of thoughts about dropping

out of college. Extra-curricular activities or out of the classroom experiences may

influence students to persist at their institution.

According to Uperaft and Gardner (1989), institutions can help freshman achieve

their academic and personal goals by offering supportive and challenging classroom

experiences as well as out of classroom experiences. In addition, freshmen must be

committed to becoming involved in extra-curricular activities, which is the key to

freshman success (Astin, 1985). McGrath and Braunstein (1997) concluded that first-

year students' impressions of the college environment were important factors to be

considered when a student decided to stay at a university.

Rickinson and Rutherford (1995) identified common concerns of students, who

were having a difficult time adjusting: inability to engage with the new environment,

perceptions of the university as threatening, and lack of confidence in one's ability to

cope with new personal and academic demands. The results of their study indicated that
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students, who felt as though they were receiving adequate support from their

environment, tended to do better in terms of adjustment.

Academic self-confidence is significant to the adjustment of first-year students.

Gerdes and Mallinckrodt (1994) found that a student's sense of self-confidence was an

important predictor of student persistence. Not all students come to college prepared to

persist and succeed. Colleges need to be aware of students' motivation, academic

preparedness, and belief in their own abilities.

College counselors are an important variable that may positively influence student

retention. There is evidence that freshmen, which used counseling services, were more

likely to succeed in college than those who did not (Churchill & lwai, 1981; Bishop,

1986; Walsh, as cited in Rayman & Garis, 1989). They play an important role in helping

students develop academic and social skills that can make them more successful in

college and feel that the college is meeting their needs. Counselors meet the needs of

freshmen by providing personal, academic and career counseling.

Rayman & Garis (1989) recommended that there should be a broad range of

delivery modes such as: (a) walk in counseling offered eight hours per day, five days a

week, with backup crisis intervention services; (b) individual counseling appointments;

(c) small group counseling with topics changing based on student need; (d) credit courses

dealing with personal, educational and career development issues; and (e) computer

assisted assessment and guidance. Finally, the primary focus of college counseling is to

guide student development not provide long term counseling services.

At the community college, many students are unaware of or unable to take

advantage of counseling services because they work during the day. Generally, students,
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who work full-time and attend classes part-time, are too busy to seek out counseling.

Some of these students may not know that counseling exists or counseling may not be

accessible to them the nights when they are not working or taking classes. Therefore,

counselors need to be available at night to meet with evening students. Counselors

should attend evening courses and introduce counseling services to students, who take

classes in the evening. Finally, counselors play a major role in helping students achieve

academic self-confidence, positive attitudes towards the university and faculty interaction

that can increase the probability of students having a more successful adjustment to

college.

In 1984, a report entitled Involvement in Learning: Realizing the Potential of

American Higher Education recommended "front-loading" freshman curriculum by

providing more resources and quality teachers in introductory classes to help retain

freshmen (Uperaft & Gardner, 1989) and positively influence retention. Astin (1985)

recommended that students should have opportunities to interact with faculty, staff, and

other students, which will help them to succeed and persist in college. Faculty

involvement is vital to freshman success; consequently, faculty must teach freshmen

classes and become involved with students when they arrive on campus.

College administrators can have the biggest influence on student retention by

making a commitment to retention efforts and providing necessary funds to support

programs aimed at student retention. Tinto (1987) argued that institutions must make a

commitment to student retention. Uperaft and Gardner (1989) recommended that

institutions develop a clear definition of freshman success, commit to a set of beliefs that

create opportunities and understand the variables that affect freshmen success. Finally,
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the university's mission should be to develop and nurture its students (Jew ler, 1989).

In Feldman's (1993) study, there were four factors that were significant in

predicting and influencing student retention rates. The strongest predictor was high

school grade point average (GPA). The lower the high school GPA the higher the

probability the student would drop out. Also, students in the age range of 20-24,

minorities, and part-time students had higher drop out rates. These students were

identified and guided towards special programs to help retain them.

According to Astin (1975), academic skills not only affected poor coursework,

but also affected the students' relationships with other students and faculty. Astin

revealed that students with poor academic skills were less likely to continue in college,

improve their skills and implement their college goals in comparison to students who

were involved in extra-curricular activities. Astin defined uninvolved students as

students who came to campus only to attend classes, devoted minimal effort to their

studies and centered their lives on persons or events outside of college.

Uperaft and Gardner (1989) argued that to understand freshman success one must

understand the influence of pre-enrollment variables such as the influence of their

backgrounds, characteristics and experiences before college, which can negatively affect

retention. They believed that intellectual ability and prior academic achievement were

the greatest indicators of freshman success. Other important variables were motivation,

values and emotional stability. Finally, Uperaft and Gardner suggested that institutions

that were committed to student development should develop policies, make decisions and

allocate resources to enhance freshman success and reduce attrition.

Fralisck (1993) found that unsuccessful students, who dropped out of Cuyamaca
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College, were more likely to have academic, personal, financial, health and child-care

problems compared to successful students. In addition, 36% of these unsuccessful

students worked more than forty hours per week. Finally, significant differences were

found in students, who had a definite goal or major, versus students without goals. Sixty-

six percent of the successful students had a goal, whereas only 53% of the unsuccessful

students had definite goals.

Another variable, which may influence retention rates in a negative way is when

students do not "fit" with an institution. Cope and Hannah (1975) emphasized the

importance of matching the characteristics of an institution with its students. They

explained that discrepancies between the two lead to attrition. When the student does not

"fit" with the institution he/she may leave.

Noel (1985) examined how a campus wide effort to promote student success,

satisfaction and retention was dependent on a people-oriented approach that emphasized

the careful selection and encouragement of teachers and staff members who paid

attention to students' individual talents to counter attrition. Noel suggested that

institutions work together and market the benefits of higher education to prospective

students. He recommended that institutions seek quality in education by selecting,

nurturing and rewarding faculty, advisers and other staff who are committed to creating a

quality environment for students. Finally, Noel concluded that when students feel like

they are learning, growing, developing and maturing they keep returning each term.

Recommendations from previous research suggested: (a) better orientation

programs; (b) efforts to help freshmen understand what scholarship and intellectual

pursuits were about; (c) an orientation course for academic credit; (d) special priority for
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part-time and nontraditional students; and (e) increased faculty-student interaction.

Factors, other than the freshman seminar course, that contributed to the success of

students were: advising, learning assistance, mentoring, counseling, campus activities and

programs designed to enhance character development (Uperaft & Gardner, 1989).

Student Development Theories

Tinto's (1975) model is useful for providing insight into the factors that influence

a student to leave college. Tinto's theory of student departure is based on the work of

Spady (1970). Tinto's model was based on the interactive factors between the individual

and the institution and the importance of student integration into the social and academic

life of the institution. Tinto theorized that students enter college with several pre-entry

attributes such as: (a) family background, skills and abilities; (b) prior schooling; and (c)

varying degrees of commitment to their goals.

These intentions and commitments are modified and change continuously through

a series of interactions between the student and the structures as well as members of the

academic and social systems of the institution (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991). Positive

and rewarding interactions with the formal and informal academic and social systems of

the institution lead to student retention.

Basically, Tinto (1987) argued that students who were integrated into the social

and academic life of the institution tended to stay at the institution. Tinto's theory

focused on traditional student populations, ages 18-21 at residential institutions. Tinto

maintained that institutions must be able to understand the patterns of student attrition at

their own institutions in order to improve their retention rates.

Orientation programs should be based on student development theories, which
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provide a framework for the programs. Chickering's (1969) developmental theory is

useful as a framework for an orientation course or program because he described seven

vectors or tasks students struggle with during college, which is helpful in understanding

how college students develop. As students complete these tasks, they become integrated

into the campus community.

His theory is useful for evaluating how to improve orientation programs because

his theory emphasizes student development and the different vectors students go through.

The model developed by Chickering can be used to explain the social reasons that

account for students dropping out of college. By assessing these social factors, educators

may be able to design programs that support students and help them to persist.

Chickering's (1969) model was developed from a longitudinal study of thirteen

small colleges. The first assumption of Chickering's model was that students needed to

complete the first three vectors (managing emotions, developing competence and

developing autonomy) in order to move onto the others. Generally, first and second year

students are moving through the first three vectors and venturing into the fourth vector

(establishing identity) by their junior and senior years of college. Chickering believed

that a college student's main task is to develop his/her identity. The research on the

vectors is limited to students aged 17-25 in the 1960's. However, there are

developmental similarities in college students of all ages as well as similarities between

students in the 1960's and 1990's.

Chickering's (1969) theory was developed based on the assumption that there was

movement between the vectors. A student's direction in the vectors was not linear. For

example, a student may learn to manage his emotions then skip to developing autonomy.
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Students did not move from one vector to the next and a student could be in more than

one vector at a time. Finally, adolescents became adults as they developed and

progressed through the seven vectors.

New college students are involved in many developmental tasks such as

becoming independent, developing competence and developing interpersonal skills.

According to Gordon and Grites (1984), as they confronted these adjustment tasks they

needed assistance such as counseling. Furthermore, relationships with instructors and

counselors gave students support during their development. For example, when students

developed autonomy and disengaged from their parents they depended on teachers and

counselors for encouragement. Instructors and counselors served as mentors and role

models for students by sharing their life experiences and knowledge as they developed

their identities and tried to find purpose and meaning in their lives. These relationships

with instructors, counselors and peers improved student retention.

During college, students go through a process of "differentiating and integrating

thought and behavior in each of the seven vectors" (Chickering, 1969, p. 86).

Furthermore, learning and developing occur as students encounter new conditions and

experiences. Chickering revealed that "expressions of discomfort and signs of upset are

not necessarily negative. There is evidence that fruitful encounters are occurring"

(p. 332). For example, if a student is experiencing discomfort with his new political

beliefs this can be a healthy, growing experience for the student since he is questioning

his beliefs and developing as a person.

The college environment is like a bridge that connects adolescents to adulthood.

College creates an environment for adolescents to learn life skills and become adults.
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Educators can improve orientation programs by setting up activities that help students

move through Chickering's various vectors as they mature into adults. Levitz and Noel

(1989) suggested that to improve freshman persistence the institution must focus on

helping students make an academic, social and personal adjustment to college.

Therefore, the institution must provide programs that help students connect to the college

environment, make the transition to college, work toward their academic and career goals

as well as succeed in the classroom.

Finally, Levitz and Noel (1989) concluded that when institutions helped freshmen

explore their talents and develop career goals, freshmen learned skills that carried them

through their sophomore year and beyond. Although Chickering's (1969) developmental

tasks can be used as a framework to improve orientation programs, modifications need to

be made to programs that include adult learners, minorities and first-generation college

students.

Modifications to Orientation for Diverse Student Populations

Adult learners

Chickering's (1969) theory is useful in evaluating how to improve programs for

traditional as well as non-traditional students. His theory demonstrated how students go

through vectors or stages of development that help them to become adults. Although

adult learners are older than traditional students, many of them have not gone through

Chickering's developmental stages. According to Gordon & Grites (1984),

nontraditional students' tasks may be similar to traditional students but other priorities in

their lives may influence their commitment to become involved in the college experience.

These priorities may impact their ability to persist in college.
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Some nontraditional students struggle with similar tasks that the traditional

students deal with such as developing one's identity. While in college, many

nontraditional students play numerous roles in their lives and experience a conflict

between their home and school roles. They are confused about who they are and who

they want to become. Finally, many students experience frustration as they try to focus

on a career goal but have scattered interests. Counselors can be used to help

nontraditional students with career decision-making and support them as they reshape

their new identities.

Nontraditional students learn to become autonomous like traditional students.

Traditional students are developing autonomy and by becoming independent from their

parents, whereas nontraditional students are developing autonomy by becoming

independent from their roles as parent and spouse. Nontraditional students learn to

integrate their roles of spouse, parent and student. Finally, they develop competence like

traditional students.

Many nontraditional students may experience a lack of confidence in their

abilities. They are insecure and have low self-esteem because they have not been in

school for a decade or longer. Many times, they have to take remedial courses to refresh

their math, reading and writing skills. Traditional students generally come to college

more prepared than nontraditional students since most of them recently graduated from

high school.

The needs of nontraditional students should be taken into consideration when

administrators create class schedules and develop programs. For example, a variety of

classes and orientations should be offered at night and on the weekends to accommodate
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the schedules of this student population. Internet courses are gaining popularity with this

population thus orientation courses should be accessible via the Internet. Consequently,

these students can access the information whenever it is convenient for them.

According to Gordon and Grites (1984), nontraditional students need more initial

contact and guidance if they are to survive at an institution. Gordon and Grites found that

freshman seminar courses are an effective way of providing structure and support for

nontraditional students. The importance of freshman seminar courses has increased

because today's students are older, come from different vocational backgrounds, and

attend part-time; therefore, they need a more complete introduction to the college.

Traditional students came to college from high school therefore they were better prepared

for college academically than today's diverse student body. The freshman seminar

course helps students feel more comfortable and a part of their new environment, which

may be perceived as strange or threatening (Gordon & Grites). Students learn to identify

and understand the academic, personal and social growth that they are about to

experience in college.

Naretto (1995) examined the influence that internal and external communities

within an institution had on adult student persistence. Studies on retention of

nontraditional students illustrated that persisters in college generally were enrolled full-

time and that external influences usually were the cause for nonpersistence (Swift, as

cited in Naretto, 1995). Persisters were more involved in campus life, which is consistent

with Tinto's (1987) theory that students involved in campus life tend to stay in college

(Brown, as cited in Naretto, 1995). Furthermore, persisters were more committed to their

goals than nonpersisters. Naretto (1995) examined and confirmed Tinto's theory that
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academic progress along with students' membership in a supportive community

determined if students completed their degrees.

Finally, Naretto (1995) found that membership in a supportive community is

important in determining persistence in nontraditional students. Tinto (1987) believed

the college is the primitive supportive community but if the college community is weak,

support from an external community such as the student's family is necessary to keep

them in college. Orientation programs should include the student's family so that the

spouse and children feel a part of the student's experiences and learn to support the new

student. As the number of adult learners, who return to college, increases, orientation

programs need to be modified to meet their specific needs.

Minority students

College administrators have focused on developing programs to ease the

transition to college for students from high school to college to reduce attrition rates

(Hurtado, Carter & Spuler, 1996). However, only a few studies have focused on the

transition experiences of Latino students, which is one of the fastest growing student

populations.

Weissman, Bulakowski and Jumisko (1998) examined the difference in the

transition process to community college for Black, Hispanic and White students. Most of

the research on student transition to college has focused on students at four-year

institutions. For example, the model developed by Tinto (1987), relating to student

persistence, has been primarily tested on students at four-year institutions. Tinto's model

emphasized the importance of academic and social integration within the college

community. Tinto argued that students, who were more involved and connected to their
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classes, fellow students and campus were more likely to persist. Furthermore, those

students, who did not feel like they fit in, were more likely to leave the institution. These

students felt isolated and were not involved in any part of the college.

Although most college students experience feeling of loneliness and isolation,

these feelings can be more significant for minority students. Weissman, Bulakowski and

Jumisko (1998) further indicated that many African-Americans have felt devalued by

American schools because of negative stereotypes related to their intellectual ability. In

addition, Hispanic students have had to deal with negative stereotypes that affect their

adjustment to college. For example, the authors indicated that Hispanic students felt like

they did not fit in at four-year universities because "they perceive a climate where the

majority of students think all minorities are special admits" (p. 20). This is especially

detrimental because during college students are developing their identities.

If minority students have low self-esteem this affects their ability to develop

competence. Furthermore, minority students are learning to manage their emotions and

may experience feelings of fear, anxiety, shame and anger, which prolong their

development in this area. Weissman, Bulakowski and Jumisko (1998) found that Black

and Hispanic students experienced high levels of discrimination and harassment that

affected their transition to college. However, these perceptions of prejudice did not

impact their persistence.

The factors that most affected academic success were encouragement from

parents and positive interactions with faculty and staff. Positive experiences within and

outside the classroom have the biggest impact on these students and can enhance their

self-esteem, give them confidence in their academic abilities and validate their
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knowledge and experiences. Weissman, Bulakowski and Jumisko indicated that students

shared many of the same experiences though their transition differed by ethnicity in

regards to enrollment difficulties, academic adjustment and feeling of fitting into the

college environment.

Finally, Weissman, Bulakowski and Jumisko (1998) reported that the faculty

played a critical role in creating positive classroom experiences for the students.

Orientation should include information on what it takes to succeed in college as far as

study time, opportunities for students to feel validated, and consider students from

different backgrounds and experiences when creating these programs. Moreover, faculty

should be involved in orientation, especially faculty from similar backgrounds as the

students.

Quintana, Vogel and Ybarra (1991) concluded that Latino students who were

familiar and comfortable with Anglo culture experienced less stress in universities that

were dominated by Anglos. Students needed to be comfortable with their own heritage

and familiar with their culture and roots of identity to establish their identity. The authors

found that there were specific stressors such as experiences of discrimination that

affected Latino students' transition to college.

These experiences had a depressing influence on this population's feelings of

attachment to the university. Furthermore, the authors reported that to ease racial

tensions and to develop a better understanding between the different racial groups, there

should be opportunities for students from different racial backgrounds to discuss their

perceptions, misconceptions and achieve a better understanding of each other through
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intergroup dialogue. Programs need to be developed that increase communication

between the student groups instead of requiring the Latinos to "integrate" themselves into

the campus life.

Quintana, Vogel and Ybarra (1991) indicated that academic counselors played an

important role in facilitating Latino students' academic adjustment and transition to the

university. Students who perceived a student-centered faculty and had opportunities to

interact with faculty were more likely to be academically adjusted to college. The

support of their family was another important aspect of their college adjustment.

Generally. Latino culture tends to be close knit thus achieving autonomy is much more

difficult for these students than for Anglo students. Students, who maintained their

independence but also had a supportive relationship with their parents, had an easier

transition to college. Orientation programs should include their parents in order for them

to learn about the college and be supportive of their students.

Although many Hispanics students may go through orientation, they tend to have

a poor student retention rate. The factors associated with poor Hispanic student retention

are varied (Nora & Rendon, 1996). Nora and Rendon reported that under-representation

of minority and low socio-economic students begins at the high school level, in which

Hispanics have lower high school graduation rates than Whites. Therefore, Hispanic high

school students are less likely to attend college compared to White students. The authors

indicated that other factors are attributed to high dropout rates and low levels of college

participation among Hispanics which include: poverty, unemployment, poor quality of

education at inner-city schools, low student/faculty interaction, the absence of role

models, lack of commitment to educational goals, and lack of academic preparation in
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reading, writing and math. Finally, the authors concluded that Hispanic students, who

were committed to attending a two-year college and had educational goals enrolled in

more semester units, were more satisfied with their educational goal attainment, and

earned some form of credential. Students, who develop a purpose and goals, tend to be

more successful in college.

According to research by Nora and Rendon (1996), social integration was not

found to be a factor in retention and academic integration had only a slight influence on

retention. The results of their study indicated that Federal Pell Grants had the biggest

influence on retention. Many students had to drop out of college because they did not

receive enough financial aid to cover their college costs.

Finally, poor student transfer rates may be attributed to a lack of commitment to

the goal of transferring or not setting educational goals because of a lack of information

about what it takes to complete a four-year degree. Community colleges need to provide

assistance and information to help students develop educational goals early in their

college career. The rapid growth of minority students in colleges and universities has

created many challenges as educators scramble to modify programs that

will retain these students.

First-generation college students

According to Martin, Swartz-Kutstad and Madson (1999), special attention should

be paid to first-generation college students and students who had difficulties graduating

from high school. These students had the difficult task of learning college survival skills

without the help of their parents since their parents did not have a college degree. Their

families cannot give them the guidance in coping with college life therefore college may
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seem foreign or hostile. Consequently, counselors play a significant role in helping these

students adjust to college. Counselors can support and refer them to appropriate services

on campus such as tutoring and financial aid. Mentoring programs should be set up that

match up students with faculty and staff, who have similar interests, in order for the

students to have a support person and role model on campus. Orientation programs need

to be modified to meet the needs of this specific student group.

Summary

This literature review examined essential design elements of successful college

orientation programs and environmental contexts of two and four-year universities were

compared. Furthermore, variables beyond orientation curriculum that may influence

student retention rates were discussed. In addition, a theoretical approach to evaluate

how to improve retention programs as well as a theory to explain student departure was

examined. Finally, modifications to orientation for specific populations were explored.

In the United States, many colleges and universities have some type of orientation

program. Many of these programs have a similar philosophy, which is to nurture and

assist new students with their transition to college as well as help them to develop. The

orientation programs differ on how to accomplish this goal of providing students with a

smooth transition to college life. Most of the research on orientation confirms that

faculty-student contact can have a major impact on the retention of new students.

Furthermore, if a college can convince students to stay during the first six weeks, students

will persist in college.

Most of the research on orientation takes place at a four-year university. More

research is needed at the two-year community colleges. Four-year and two-year colleges
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have significant differences in the academic preparedness of their students as well as

several other differences. These differences must be taken into consideration as

educators develop orientation programs to meet the needs of their particular students.

There are multiple variables beyond orientation curriculum that may influence

students' retention rates. Educators, who administer student retention programs, should

examine these variables. Various studies and theorists have agreed that retaining students

results from the interaction between students and faculty or staff at the institution.

Although the information students receive at orientation along with the personal contact

and interaction with other students has a positive impact on students' persistence and

academic performance, orientation is not sufficient to increase student retention. Other

variables beyond orientation must be taken into account when administrators are creating

a student retention program.

Finally, Chickering's (1969) theory is useful in understanding students'

development and the various vectors they go through. His theory is used to evaluate how

to improve programs. With the increase in enrollment of adult learners, minorities and

first-generation college students, programs must be modified to accommodate the needs

of these specific student populations. These diverse student populations have different

experiences than traditional students and these experiences must be examined.

Therefore, educators should make changes and modify programs to meet the needs of

special populations and ensure academic success for all students.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Nature of the Study

The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of a freshman

orientation course on the academic performance and retention of new community college

students. This research study was designed to obtain quantitative as well as qualitative

data. Part one consisted of survey generated quantitative data, to determine if there was a

difference between the academic success and retention of new students at a community

college, who completed Guidance 10 and students who did not complete Guidance 10.

Part two was qualitative in nature. A sample of 12 students, who completed Guidance 10

and returned a survey, were interviewed to investigate in greater depth how the course

did or did not influence them.

This study used multiple methods of data collection and analysis. It involved

"between methods," drawing on qualitative and quantitative data collection procedures.

Creswell (1994) indicated, "It is advantageous to a researcher to combine methods to

better understand a concept being tested or explored" (p. 177). This study used a

dominant-less dominant design. Creswell explained that in this type of model the

researcher presents the study within a single, dominant paradigm with one small part of

the overall study drawn from the alternative paradigm.
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Quantitative Methodology

Survey design

Information about Guidance 10 students, who attended Coral College from the

fall of 1996 through the fall of 1999, was collected from the campus database, Systems

2000. Data were collected on the students' assessment test scores, grade point average,

units completed and degrees completed. Then, a survey (see Appendix A) was mailed to

students, who took Guidance 10 and scored no higher than a level one or level two on 2

out of 3 of the assessment tests. The survey was cross-sectional, which according to

Creswell (1994) means that the survey information is collected at one point in time.

The purpose of the survey was to obtain data on the influence of a freshman

orientation course on the academic performance and retention of new community college

students. A survey was used for this study because data could be collected rapidly and

analyzed prior to the interviews. Therefore, interview questions could be modified based

on the analysis of the surveys. Furthermore, according to Babbie (1989), "a carefully

selected probability sample in combination with a standardized questionnaire offers the

possibility of making refined descriptive assertions about a student body" (p. 254).

Finally, Babbie indicated that surveys are flexible. The survey was administered to 98

students followed by 12 semi-structured qualitative interviews, which were used to

elaborate or enhance the results from the survey.

Population and sample

This study was conducted at a community college located in Northern California.

This community college is an accredited public, two-year community college. In order to

guarantee anonymity, the name of the actual community college where the study took
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place was changed to Coral College. This college serves approximately 20,000 day and

evening students. Students attend the college for job re-training, certificate programs,

associate degrees, transfer requirements to a university or personal enrichment.

The sample for the quantitative part of this study was selected based on specific

research criteria. The criteria for the survey participants were that the students attended

Coral College, completed the Guidance 10, Orientation to College course, and scored no

higher than a level one or level two on 2 out of 3 of the assessment tests. As new

students, they were assessed for basic skills in reading, math and composition then

assigned a level placement in each subject area. Level one was the lowest score that

students could receive and three was the highest with level two being average. Students

took appropriate courses based on the levels they received. Level one courses did not

count towards the associate's degree or transfer requirements. On the other hand, level

two and three courses did count towards the associate's degree.

Students, who scored a level two and a level three on 2 out of 3 of the assessment

tests, were not included in this research study because it was assumed that students with

average levels would graduate or transfer to a four-year university without the help of the

guidance course. Participants in the study were selected from Guidance 10 classes that

were taught the fall of 1996 through the fall of 1999.

An equivalent number of new students, who did not complete the guidance

course, was randomly selected and compared with students, who completed the course.

Names of students, who did not take Guidance 10 and scored no higher than a level one

or level two on 2 out of 3 of the assessment tests, were accessed from Systems 2000. A

random number table was used to select the thirty participants. Surveys were distributed
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to the students, who completed the guidance course and scored no higher than a level one

score and level two score on 2 out of 3 of the assessment tests.

Instrumentation

The quantitative instrument used in this study was a fourteen-item questionnaire

that was distributed to students who met the study's criteria. Part I consisted of seven

items regarding the objectives of the course. Respondents were asked to rate each of

these seven items on a Likert scale, with 1 representing the most negative response and 3

representing the most positive response: 1=Not At All, 2=Somewhat, 3=A Great Deal.

Part II consisted of seven items related to the course outline. Respondents were asked to

rate each of these seven items on a Likert scale, with 1 representing the most negative

response and 4 representing the most positive response: 1=Poor, 2=Satisfactory,

3=Good, 4=Excellent. For the purposes of this study, "Poor" and "Satisfactory"

responses are considered a negative response whereas "Good" or "Excellent" are

considered a positive response. "Satisfactory" is defined as average or minimally

acceptable whereas "Good" is defined as better than average and almost excellent.

Part III consisted of five items regarding background information of the

respondents. Respondents were asked their gender, age, current self-reported grade point

average, units completed and certificate, associate degree or transfer requirements

completed. The items for each part were analyzed and reported on separately by using

percentages of responses for each survey item. Comments from each item in part I were

grouped together and sununarized.

The items on the questionnaire were developed from the objectives of the course

and the course outline, which included topics covered in Guidance 10 taught at Coral
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College (see Appendix D). For example, one of the course objectives was: The student

should be able to demonstrate knowledge of the admissions, assessment and registration

process. Thus, the following statement was developed: You were able to demonstrate

knowledge of the admissions, assessment and registration process.

Three counselors, who taught Guidance 10 reviewed the items on the survey for

content and face validity. A pilot study was conducted. A counselor, who was teaching

the course at the time, distributed the survey to his class. The surveys were examined and

a few changes were made to the survey to make it easier to understand.

Data collection procedures

Written permission to access student information from Systems 2000 was

obtained from the Director of Guidance and Counseling before the study began. Data

were accessed from Systems 2000 on the students, who completed Guidance 10 from the

fall of 1996 through the fall of 1999, as well as a randomly selected group of students

who did not take Guidance 10. Data were collected on the students' assessment test

scores, grade point averages, units completed and degrees completed for both sets of

students, students who took Guidance 10 and students who did not take Guidance 10.

Then, a survey and consent form were mailed to the students, who took Guidance

10 and scored no higher than a level one or level two on 2 out of 3 of the assessment

tests. Each student was mailed a consent letter (see Appendix E) requesting his/her

participation in the study along with a copy of the survey.

Data analysis

Survey data were compiled and presented in a table format. Comments from the

surveys were summarized in a narrative form. Data regarding grade point averages,
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degrees completed, and units completed of students, who took Guidance 10 and students

who did not complete Guidance 10, were summarized and presented in a table format

(see Appendix F). Survey data were used to frame interview questions for the qualitative

part of the study.

Qualitative Methodology

Qualitative design type

This study used a qualitative design type to study the influence of an orientation

course on the academic performance and retention of new community college students in

depth and in detail. This study was a phenomenological study. Creswell (1998) defined

phenomenology as "studying a problem by entering the field of perception of

participants, seeing how they experience, live and display the phenomenon and looking

for the meaning of the participants' experience" (p. 31). Furthermore, he indicated that

the researcher should set aside his/her preconceptions to understand the phenomenon

experienced by the participants.

Population and sample

The sample for the qualitative part of this study was a sub-sample randomly

selected from the group of students who completed a survey and informed consent form.

Twelve students, who completed the survey, were asked to sign an agreement to be

interviewed and participate in the study.

Instrumentation

Interviews were conducted in this study to obtain a greater depth of information

on how the course influenced the participants. Patton indicated that "personal growth and

insight into self are difficult to operationalize and standardize" (p. 420) thus qualitative
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methods such as interviews are used to evaluate these types of outcomes.

Interview questions for previously enrolled and currently enrolled students

(see Appendix B and C) were used to guide the interviews. Patton (1990) described an

interview guide as:

A list of questions or issues that are to be explored in the course of an interview.

An interview guide is prepared in order to make sure that basically the same

information is obtained form a number of people by covering the same material.

The interview guide provides topics or subject areas within which the interviewer

is free to explore, probe and ask questions that will elucidate and illuminate that

particular subject. Thus the interviewer remains free to build a conversation

within a particular subject area, to word questions spontaneously, and to establish

a conversational style-but with the focus on a particular subject that has been

predetermined. (p. 283)

Data collection procedures

The interviews were tape recorded and transcribed. The data were kept

confidential by destroying the transcriptions and tapes after analysis of the data. Names

and other identifying information were not used in the study.

Data analysis

Once full transcriptions of the interviews were completed, data analysis

commenced. According to Creswell (1998), there are specific steps for analyzing data

when using a phenomenological approach. First, the researcher reads all descriptions

then extracts significant statements from each description. Next, the researcher
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formulates the statements into meanings and these meanings are clustered into themes.

Finally, the researcher integrates these themes into a narrative description.

Inductive analysis was used to answer the original research questions: (a) What

are the influences of a freshman orientation course on the academic performance of new

community college students; (b) What are the influences of a freshman orientation course

on the retention of new community college students; and (c) What is the relationship

between the objectives of the course and student outcomes such as GPA and retention?

According to Patton (1990),

Inductive analysis means that the patterns, themes and categories of analysis come

from the data; they emerge out of the data rather than being imposed on them prior to

data collection and analysis (p. 390).

Also, he explained that the search for patterns should be guided by the questions from the

beginning of the study. Next, cross-case analysis took place, in which Patton described

as, "grouping together answers from different people to common questions or analyzing

different perspectives on central issues" (p. 376). Finally, the data were interpreted, in

which patterns were put into an analytic framework.

Independent and Dependent Variables

The independent variable in this study was the orientation course, which was

evaluated to determine the influence of the course on the academic performance and

retention of new community college students. The dependent variables in this study were

the academic performance and retention of new community college students, which was

measured by students' grade point averages, units completed, and degrees completed.
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Assumptions and Limitations

The researcher is an employee at Coral College and also teaches the Guidance 10,

Orientation to College course. The treatment group, which consisted of students, who

completed an orientation course, was self-selected. It is not known why these students

chose to take an orientation course. According to Bianchino (1994), orientation courses

that are not required of all students tend to be composed of students with poorer academic

skills. Perhaps, students with poorer academic skills tend to sign up for the course if it is

not mandatory. Thus, the differences in the outcome measures between the students, who

took the orientation course and did not take the orientation course, may not be caused by

the treatment itself (the orientation course) but due to other variables. For example, high

achieving, academically prepared students may take an orientation course but their

success and retention rates may have less to do with the attributes of the course than with

their own motivation levels, knowledge base, or cognitive skills. Therefore, students who

scored a level two or a level three on 2 out of 3 of the assessment tests and completed the

orientation course were not included in this study.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

Introduction

The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of a freshman

orientation course on the academic performance and retention of new community college

students. In this chapter, data from the surveys and interviews with former Guidance 10

students as well as data on the students, who did not take Guidance 10, are presented.

The first part of this chapter presents the findings of the surveys, which were

mailed to 98 students, who took Guidance 10 from the fall of 1996 through the fall of

1999 and scored no higher than a level one or a level two on 2 out of 3 of the assessment

tests. Eleven surveys were returned to the researcher without a forwarding address.

Thirty surveys (30%) were returned with completed responses. The survey was divided

into three parts: Part I, Course Objectives; Part II, Course Outline; and Part III,

Background Information. The purpose of the survey was to obtain data that would help

frame questions for the interviews.

The second part of the chapter presents the findings from the 12 interviews.

Respondents were 12 students, who returned the survey, took Guidance 10 from the fall

of 1996 through the fall of 1999, and scored no higher than a level one or a level two on 2

out of 3 of the assessment tests. A case study was written for each interview to illustrate

each student's unique experience in Guidance 10. It was assumed that all of the students
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were honest with their responses. The survey questions as well as interview questions

were related to the purpose of the study, which was to investigate the influence of an

orientation class on the retention and academic performance of new community college

students.

Quantitative Data

The survey was used to obtain data on the influence of an orientation course on

the academic performance and retention of new community college students.

Respondents completed a fourteen-item questionnaire. Part I consisted of seven items

related to the objectives of the course. Respondents were asked to rate seven items on a

Likert scale, with 1 representing the most negative response and 3 representing the most

positive response: 1=Not At All, 2=Somewhat, 3=A Great Deal. Part II consisted of

seven items regarding the outline of the course. Respondents were asked to rate each of

these items on a Likert scale, with 1 representing the most negative response and 4

representing the most positive response: 1=Poor, 2=Satisfactory, 3=Good, 4=Excellent.

Part III consisted of five items regarding background information of the respondents.

Respondents were asked their gender, age, current self-reported grade point average,

units completed and certificate, associate degree or transfer requirements completed.

Course objectives

In the first part of the survey, respondents answered seven statements related to

the objectives of the course. The majority of the respondents replied positively, "A great

deal" or "Somewhat," to the seven statements with the exception of one respondent.

There was only one negative response; a respondent indicated "Not at all" to the question

regarding whether the student felt he/she had an entry level understanding of assessing
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interests, values and skills relative to a career goal.

When respondents were asked if they benefited from the information presented,

the majority of them (70%) indicated "A great deal." Thirty percent of the respondents

answered that they benefited "Somewhat" from the information presented. The majority

of respondents (93%) replied "A great deal" to the question that asked if they were able

to access and effectively utilize the college catalog, schedule of classes and student

handbook as well as other college publications. Seventy-three percent of the respondents

marked "A great deal" when asked if they were able to make appropriate decisions

relative to the development of a Student Education Plan. The remaining 27% responded

that they were "Somewhat" able to make appropriate decisions regarding a Student

Education Plan.

On the survey, students were asked if they were able to demonstrate knowledge of

certificates, associate degrees and transfer requirements; 60% indicated "A great deal"

and 40% responded "Somewhat." Seventy percent of the students responded "A great

deal" when asked if they were able to demonstrate an entry level understanding of

assessing interests, values, and skills relative to an educational or career goal while 29%

of the respondents replied "Somewhat" and one respondent indicated "Not at all."

Finally, when asked if they were able to access and utilize the college catalog, schedule

of classes, handbook and other college publications; 93% of the respondents indicated "A

great deal" and 7% of the respondents indicated "Somewhat." Table 1 on the next page

illustrates the results from the survey responses in Part I of the survey.
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Table I. Results From the Survey Responses of Part I, Course Objectives.

Part I. Course Objectives.

1. You benefited from the information presented.

2. You were able to demonstrate knowledge of the
admissions, assessment and registration process.

3. You were able to make appropriate decisions
relative to the development of a Student
Education Plan.

4. You were able to demonstrate knowledge of
the certificates, associate degrees and transfer
requirements.

5. You were able to demonstrate an entry level
understanding of assessing interests, values,
and skills relative to an educational or career
goal.

6. You were able to access and effectively utilize
the college catalog, schedule of classes, student
handbook and other college publications.

7. You were able to access appropriate student
student support services.

A Great
Deal

Somewhat Not At
Al l

70% 30% 0%

80% 20% 0%

73% 27% 0%

60% 40% 0%

70% 27% 3%

93% 7% 0%

70% 30% 0%

Course outline

In part two of the survey, respondents replied to seven questions regarding the

outline of the course. The registration information and meeting with a counselor to create

a Student Education Plan appeared to be the most beneficial to the respondents since 63%

of the respondents rated these two items "Excellent." In addition, 30% of the respondents
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cited the registration information as "Good" while 27% of the respondents rated meeting

with a counselor and developing a Student Education Plan as "Good."

Fifty percent of the respondents replied "Excellent" when asked about the student

services and financial aid information, college survival skills and information on

certificates, associate degrees and transfer requirements. Moreover, 37% of the

respondents rated the student services and financial aid information as well as the

information on certificates, associate degrees and transfer requirements as "Good."

Finally, 30% of the respondents answered that the college survival skills were "Good."

Three percent of the respondents rated the campus tour as "Poor." Furthermore,

only 37% of the respondents rated the campus tour "Excellent." Finally, the campus tour

was the only question to receive a "no response" of 3%, which may be due to the

instructor not taking his/her class on a campus tour. Table 2 presents the results from the

survey responses of Part II on the next page.
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Table 2. Results From the Survey Responses of Part II, Course Outline.

Part II. Course Outline.

1. Campus Tour

2. Student Services &
Financial Aid

3. Information on Career
Decision Making

4. Student Education Plan &
Meeting with a Counselor

5. College Survival Skills

6. Certificates, Associate Degree
& Transfer Requirements

7. Registration Information

Excellent Good Satisfactory Poor No
Response

37% 37% 20% 3% 3%

50% 37% 13% 0% 0%

47% 37% 16% 0% 0%

63% 27% 10% 0% 0%

50% 30% 20% 0% 0%

50% 37% 10% 3% 0%

63% 30% 7% 0% 0%

Background information

The last section of the survey was self-reported information on the respondents'

background. The majority of the respondents were female, with 22 female respondents

and eight male respondents. The range of age for the respondents was 20-49 years old.

The majority of the respondents (57%) were 20-29 years old. Twenty-three percent of

the respondents were 30-39 years old and 20% of the respondents were 40-49 years old.

The average grade point average, which was self-reported, for the majority of the

respondents (33%) was a 2.6-3.0. Twenty percent of the respondents had a 1.0-1.9 grade

point average, which is below a "C" average and puts the student on academic probation.
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Finally, two students did not respond to this question.

Twenty-seven percent of the respondents answered that they completed 16-30

units and 27% of the respondents remarked that they completed 1-15 units. Seventeen

percent of the students declined to state how many units they completed. Only one

student completed sixty units or more. When respondents were asked how many

completed a certificate, associate's degree or transfer requirements, 73% of the

respondents did not answer this question. Only one student completed an associate's

degree and one student completed the requirements to transfer to a university. A

summary of Part III, Background Information, is depicted in Table 3 on the next page.
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Table 3. Results From the Survey Responses of Part III, Background Information.

Part III. Background Information.

1. Sex:

Males (8) Females (22)

2. Ages:

20-29 (17) 30-39 (7) 40-49 (6)

3. Grade Point Average:

1.0-1.9 (6) 2.0-2.5 (5) 2.6-3.0 (9) 3.1-3.5 (5) 3.6-4.0 (3)

Declined to State (2)

4. Units Completed:

1-15 (8) 16-30 (8) 31-45 (5) 46-60 (3) 60 or more (I) Declined to State (5)

5. Certificate, Associate Degrees and Transfer Requirements Completed:

Certificate (4) Associate Degrees (3) Transfer Requirements (1)

Declined to State (22)

Summary of students' comments from surveys

Under each statement on the survey, students were provided the opportunity to

comment on each statement. As previously stated, thirty surveys were returned for this

study. For item 1, which asked if students benefited from the information provided in the

course, five respondents provided comments. In regards to item 1, the respondents
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indicated that the information presented was extremely helpful. For item 2, students were

asked if they were able to demonstrate knowledge of the admissions, assessment and

registration process. Five respondents explained that the information on admissions,

assessment and registration was beneficial and made attending college easier for a new

student.

In item 3, students were asked if they were able to make appropriate decisions

relative to the development of a Student Education Plan, eight students wrote comments.

According to the majority of the respondents, the Student Education Plan helped them

stay focused and select courses they needed for their academic programs. For item 4, six

students responded to this statement, which asked if the student was able to demonstrate

knowledge of the associate degree, certificate and transfer programs that lead to

baccalaureate degrees. One respondent explained that she marked "Not at all" because

she more than likely missed class when the instructor covered certificates, associate

degrees and transfer requirements.

In regards to item 5, five students responded positively that learning to assess

interests, values and skills relative to a career goal was beneficial for them. Four

respondents shared their comments on item 6, which asked if the student was able to

access and effectively utilize the college catalog, schedule of classes, student handbook

and other college publications. The majority of them indicated that they are able to

access and utilize the catalog and schedule of classes effectively.

Finally, five respondents wrote comments for item 7. The majority of the

respondents expressed that they are all aware of student services. One respondent

explained that she was able to access services except for a math tutor.
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Eleven respondents out of thirty wrote comments on the last question of the

survey, which asked the students to comment on any aspect of the course that influenced

them to continue their enrollment at Coral College. Five respondents explained that the

course helped them. Two additional respondents commented that they are grateful for the

assistance they received from their counselors. Another student expressed that Coral

College was a great college for anyone to attend who would like to pursue a goal in life.

A student, who withdrew from college, mentioned that the instructors were excellent and

she/he plans to enroll in the future. Finally, two respondents indicated that although they

are not currently enrolled, they plan to return to the college in the future. All of the

comments from the surveys are listed below.

Part I: Course Objectives:

1. You benefited from the information presented.

Comments:

I. The orientation helped me greatly with my college career.

2. Yes. I still have all my notes.

3. The guidance office has been very helpful.

4. The guidance class gave me a good knowledge on what is offered and what I could

take advantage of.

5. Extremely helpful.

2. You were able to demonstrate knowledge of the admissions, assessment and

registration process.

Comments:
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I. It made things easier for me as a new student.

2. The orientation taught me everything I needed to know about Coral.

3.The counselors here at Coral College were excellent.

4. The knowledge comes in handy at my place of employment.

5. Definitely.

3. You were able to make appropriate decisions relative to the development of a Student

Education Plan.

Comments:

1. It helped me stay focused on what classes to take for what I was studying.

2. Every single step was clear and helpful.

3. I kinda did a plan that worked, but when I decided to continue I messed it up, that's

why I'm not in school now.

4. With the help of [instructor's name] and her class I was able to select the classes I

needed.

5. Yes, I pick out my own classes and education then I ask a counselor for help.

6. I believe that I have.

7. Could be more informative.

8. I am able to follow my course without any confusion thanks to Guidance 10.

4. You were able to demonstrate knowledge of the associate degrees, certificates and

transfer programs that lead to baccalaureate degrees.

Comments:

1. This is mainly because I had missed one or two days when the teacher probably

went over this.
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2. I messed up on trying to get my AA now I'm all messed up.

3. [Instructor's name] helped me to schedule the classes I needed for an AA.

4. Yes, this course made me feel more welcomed and comfortable at Coral.

5. I am hoping to transfer in three more years.

6. Knowledge is power.

5. You were able to demonstrate an entry level understanding of assessing interests,

values and skills relative to an educational or career goal.

Comments:

1. I discovered a vast amount of careers related to my major.

2. I am still undecided but I still benefited from the class.

3. Everyone is really helpful.

4. Very good support in this area was given.

5. I have learned to evaluate my interests, values and skills regarding my educational

and career goals.

6. You were able to access and effectively utilize the college catalog, schedule of classes,

student handbook and other college publications.

Comments:

I. I have mastered the use of the class catalog.

2. The teacher dissected the catalog perfectly.

3. Yes, I look at the classes I need and I go from there.

4. I am able to understand and schedule my classes through the student handbook.

7. You were able to access appropriate student support services.

Comments:
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1. Except a tutor for math.

2. I was able to access the appropriate student services.

3. The teacher let us be more aware of all the services she even gave me a better

understanding of them.

4. All the time.

5. Guidance 10 helped me to be more aware of what services are available to me and

my colleagues.

Please feel free to comment on any aspect of the course that influenced you to continue

your enrollment at Coral College?

1. I think Coral College is a great community college for anyone and everyone out there.

With my own experience I know Coral College is very helpful to those who come

from a low income family and who would like to pursue a goal in life. I'm very proud

of my decision to come and attend Coral College. People here are very friendly; I

advise to newcomers that if they need any help with anything all they need to do is

ask. It's that simple!

2. It was a good course and I gained a lot of useful knowledge on course planning and it

erased a lot of confusion I would otherwise have had to deal with had I not took this

course.

3. Since I took Guidance 10 I now know a lot of different courses and steps that I need to

follow to obtain my degree. It was a great course that Coral has.

4. Knowing that if I need help with anything that my counselor or other student help

official will help me get where I want to go.

5. Actually in 1999 I dropped out and had only received 1 unit. I re-enrolled in June
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2001 to start over so I may successfully fulfill my goals.

6. I want to go back to school but I messed up my grades, now financial aid won't help

me anymore. Thank you for your concern.

7. [Instructor's name] conducts her class very expertly and the class was very

informative. I use the skills I learned still to this day. I still feel I can rely on

[instructor's name] for all my academic situations. I am very grateful for all the help

she has given me.

8. I thought it was a good course and it helped me to understand the courses I need to

accomplish my goals. It made things a lot easier to learn in class than searching

everywhere else.

9. At this time, I am not enrolled in any classes at Coral College. I do feel secure that

Coral will continue to grow and offer great programs that in the future I can take part

of. Thank you for selecting me as a participant in your study.

10. I enjoyed the courses I took and most of the instructors were excellent in their

abilities to simplify course activities and information needed. I will probably enroll in

the near future in hopes of obtaining my A.A. or B.A. degree.

11. Guidance 10 helped me to gain the knowledge regarding my decisions and choices.

This course has helped me to be aware of the services that are available to all

students. I am now able to schedule myself towards a career of my choice without any

confusion. I am also able to help other students with locations and course direction.

Thank you for giving us students Guidance 10.
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Analysis of units, grade point averages and degrees

Data were accessed from Systems 2000 on the students who completed Guidance

10 from the fall of 1996 through the fall of 1999 and scored no higher than a level one or

a level two on 2 out of 3 of the assessment tests. Surveys were sent to these 98 students

and thirty surveys were returned. Therefore, a randomly selected group of thirty students,

who did not take Guidance 10 and had low assessment levels, were selected from

Systems 2000. Data regarding the students' grade point average, units completed and

degrees completed were collected for both sets of students, students who took Guidance

10 and students who did not take Guidance 10.

Students who did not take Guidance 10 completed fewer units, obtained a lower

grade point average and graduated with fewer degrees than the students who completed

Guidance 10. Students who did not take Guidance 10 completed an average of 21 units,

had a 1.58 grade point average and did not complete any degrees. Whereas, students who

took the course completed an average of 25 units, earned a 1.93 grade point average and

one degree. See Appendix E for the chart of students who did and did not complete

Guidance 10.

Qualitative Data

Twelve students, who took Guidance 10 from the fall of 1996 through the fall of

1999 and completed a survey, were interviewed to collect additional data on the influence

of an orientation course on the academic performance and retention of new community

college students. Students were asked approximately twenty-one open-ended questions

related to their experience in Guidance 10. According to Patton (1990), "The

fundamental principle of qualitative interviewing is to provide a framework within which
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respondents can express their own understandings in their own terms (p. 290)."

Moreover, Patton indicated, "the purpose of interviewing is to fmd out what is in and on

someone else's mind (p. 278)." Finally, the interviews were conducted in this study to

share the stories of 12 students who took an orientation course at Coral College.

Respondents were asked approximately twenty-one questions related to the

following research questions of this study: (a) What are the influences of a freshman

orientation course on the academic performance of new community college students; (b)

What are the influences of a freshman orientation course on the retention of new

community college students; and (c) What is the relationship between the objectives of

the course and student outcomes such as GPA and retention? The following are the

narratives of the 12 interviews.

Barbara

Barbara was in her eleventh semester at Coral College. She began taking basic

skills courses in the fall of 1996. During her five-year college career, Barbara indicated

that her career goals have changed and, as a result, she has taken numerous courses.

Barbara became interested in enrolling in college while she was in a drug rehabilitation

center. When asked why she decided to enroll in college courses she responded,

Well, the reason why is because I was in my addiction for many years, and then I

ended up where 1 went to a rehabilitation center. It was...to help me with drugs.

And I got a packet...I don't know how...and I filled it out and everything. So as

soon as I got out, the first week that I got out, I came straight to...college and I

was already enrolled and everything.

Barbara has reached one of her academic and career goals. She was awarded her
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Associate's Degree in Business in 1998 and, at the time of the interview, was in the

process of obtaining her certificate in data entry. She indicated that she always had been

intrigued with office careers and she considered herself, "More or less an indoor person

than an outdoor person." Barbara worked part time, 20 hours per week, and attended

college part time, which was six units or less per semester.

During Barbara's first semester in the fall of 1996, she enrolled in Guidance 10.

She reported that she did not have any other type of orientation prior to Guidance 10.

When asked what she learned in this course that was useful, she initially had a difficult

time remembering the course. When given the name of the instructor who taught the

course in 1996, Barbara was able to recall what she learned. "It Was a fun class. She

explained to us just about entering into college, about financial aid, about the career

center. If we need help we have a counseling office next door." When asked if she

learned anything that was not useful, she reiterated that the course was very useful.

Barbara indicated that although learning about requirements for certificates,

associate degrees, and transfer programs did not affect her decision to stay enrolled in

college, she considered this information helpful. Furthermore, she stated that she has

benefited from student services and financial aid. According to Barbara, "It helped me

because I didn't have [sk] no income, and I was able to utilize all those services to help

me to continue on [in college]." Furthermore, she indicated that the Guidance 10

instructor was very helpful. "The instructor even let us know the in's and out's. What

we can do and how we can go around to get it. If we had any type of problem, we could

come back to her."

The career decision-making section of the course affected Barbara's decision to
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stay enrolled in college. She found the field trip to the career center very beneficial.

I didn't know we had so much access to different things in the college like this.

And that was something exciting to me. They showed us what access we had in

going over to the career center and the outlets we had to further our education. If

we wanted to transfer, what opportunities we had. The career center played a lot

in my life, as far as me being able to come to some type of goal that I wanted. It

had a lot of things that helped me out.

Meeting with a counselor and developing a Student Education Plan helped

Barbara to stay enrolled in college. She mentioned, "...each time that I did my education

plan, I followed them. And it helped me out a whole lot, because it kept me on the right

track." When asked if learning study skills and time management affected her decision to

stay in college, Barbara reported that these techniques helped her tremendously.

It helped me just mainly to stay focused. It's very important to stay focused

because if you drift away, then sooner or later you're going to say, *1 don't want

to do that.' And I have to keep something in my life to keep me motivated. So I

kept myself in some type of management mode to keep going.

In the course, the most important thing Barbara learned was to stay focused and

manage her time, which helped her stay enrolled in college. She mentioned that she did

not want to overwhelm herself.

You see that's the whole thing when I first came; I didn't want to jump off where

I was overwhelmed, where I would fail. I knew my situation and I knew that I

had to bring my brain cells back to reality. So I knew better because I was

determined.
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In addition, Barbara reported that meeting with a counselor and checking her grades

helped her to stay focused.

According to Barbara, the Guidance 10 class did influence her grade point

average. She said, "Guidance 10 was the class that really started me going, kept me

motivated." When asked what personal factors affected her decision to stay enrolled she

remarked,

Well, see I always wanted to be in business. I always liked office work. Taking

these classes and then also working and experiencing the same that I was learning

in classes kept me motivated. And see, like right now, I still want to take classes

because there's a lot of things in the workplace that you need. I need to learn this

and I need to learn that so I can get me a better job. Things...the other women

know..1 would like to learn; I need to go to school to learn it.

When asked if the guidance course helped her to feel a part of the campus social

system, she stated that she already knew a number of people on campus and felt

comfortable. However, she did mention that in the class, "Everybody was together." She

was in a special guidance course designed for re-entry students. She said, "Everybody

was all the same, so we related to each other...been out of school for so long...everybody

in the class just clicked."

She explained her favorite part of the course,

It's a great class. I would advise it to anyone even not necessarily re-entry

students. Just to any new student that comes...I would advise for them to take that

class because it makes you aware of the opportunities and everything that is

available to you.. And plus too in Guidance 10 you have the opportunity where
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they introduce you to the career center where there are so many opportunities that

are available to you, that will help you. So I would advise for everybody to take it.

There was nothing in the course that she did not like.

Barbara's guidance course was six weeks. She stated that she preferred the short-

term course. Although Guidance 10 is not a required course, one of the counselors

suggested that she take the course; consequently, she enrolled in the course. Her class

had about twenty-five students. When asked how the size of the course influenced her

learning in the class she responded,

Usually when it's not that many, the teacher can focus on you and then with it

being a smaller class, the teacher knows each one of you individually. Where if it

was larger, she's not going to really focus on you because she has so many other

students.

Barbara did not think that the course should be required but recommended to new

students. She did not have any suggestions to improve the course. However, Barbara

concluded the interview by describing her experience as a new student attending college

for the first time.

I was scared for the first time being on campus. I didn't know anything. So, with

taking the Guidance 10 class, it opened up my eyes. It opened up new gates. It

was a new experience for me. It was exciting for me. It was something that I had

not done in many years. It was just like me being a little child going into a new

environment with much excitement - - carrying my backpack, having the

schoolbooks. I mean at nighttime, I would get my clothes ready and lay them out.

I'd lay them out and I would always wake up so early in the morning time, getting
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dressed so I could get to school. And...I met beautiful people. All my teachers

were really great. Since I've been here, I haven't had any type of conflict or

negativity or anything.

In addition, she mentioned that after the course she felt confident because she learned a

tremendous amount of information in six weeks. Barbara commented that all the

guidance courses helped her. "All the guidance classes that I've taken...opened up my

eyes to go further."

Mario

Mario attended Coral College for five semesters from the fall of 1997 through the

fall of 1999. He only took nine units each semester because he was employed as a

construction worker at the time. When he was in a drug rehabilitation program, he was

encouraged to enroll at Coral College by his counselor, who had gone through a

certificate program at the college. Mario graduated with his certificate in Human

Services Worker with a concentration in substance abuse.

Mario indicated that he enrolled in college to become a substance abuse

counselor. He explained,

I was thirty-seven, I think, at the time. My past wasn't all that great, so I got

myself back on track and it took a lot of years. And I ended up deciding to

become a counselor in drug and alcohol.

During his first semester in the fall of 1997, Mario enrolled in Guidance 10. He did not

receive any other type of orientation prior to the course. For Mario, the most useful part

of the course was meeting with a counselor and developing an Student Education Plan.

Mario described his first meeting with a counselor,
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Well, I know one thing when I got into college; I was just as lost as everybody

else. The instructor did sit me down in her office and I guess she wanted to kind

of help me set up classes or transfer classes for a BA. But, at that time I wasn't

really interested in the BA. My goal was to get my certificate, and that was it. So,

she kind of gave me a little guidance and informed me of the right direction. And

she told me, 'We're here anytime if you change your mind and you want to

transfer; this is what you need to do. And you can come see me or one of the other

counselors.' I've kind of utilized some of the other counselors, but not a whole

lot like I should have. She did get me on my feet, told me what the required

courses I needed to take for human services certificate, so I kind of went from

there. And after she gave me this printout of all the classes I needed...after I had

that little sheet, it helped me a lot.

Mario reported that the guidance courses were very useful for him. He took

guidance courses throughout his college career due to his need for units to qualify for

financial aid. Mario emphasized that everything in the class was useful. He indicated

that he appreciated the instructor's patience with him as well as the other students.

Mario obtained a tremendous amount of useful information on certificates,

associate degrees and transfer requirements. He indicated that prior to the course he did

not know what a prerequisite was.

I was just going for my two certificates. It would probably take me one, two

semesters to get my required [Ac] course for an associate's degree. But, at the

same time, I'm still a little confused as far as being transferred to another place.

Mario indicated that financial aid and veterans' services were very helpful while he
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attended Coral College. Financial aid played a major role in helping Mario complete his

college education. He needed financial aid to pay for his rent and other college expenses.

Furthermore, Mario received additional money for being a veteran.

The career decision making section of the course did not affect his decision to

stay enrolled in college but he pointed out that he knew he could change his major at any

time and that was reassuring. He realized what was available regarding various majors

and careers. Meeting with a counselor and developing a Student Education Plan did not

affect his decision to stay enrolled; nevertheless, they provided him with direction. The

study skills section of the course did not influence his decision to stay in college;

however, he mentioned that learning time management was important to him. He

provided an example,

That class kind of gave me an idea of how to schedule a weekly plan. And I also

learned that...you might plan to do five things that day but plans are always

subject to change at any given time. And things pop up that might change those

plans for the remainder of the day. Just be lucky that you got two of those things

done that day that you had planned to do. And so that dropped my stress level a

little bit knowing that.

Due to Guidance 10, Mario learned to participate in class and become involved in

class discussions therefore he was influenced to stay in college. Mario illustrated,

All the guidance classes basically gave me a way to practice participation in class.

I knew that I was going to make it out there in society. There's a saying in

recovery...that says participate in life. In the past I haven't been doing that. I'd

just sit in the back of the class and kind of be one of those people that blend in the
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class...by going to these guidance classes and knowing that it wasn't really a very

big factor for me that's really going to influence my grades in the long run

because I could always drop this class if I wasn't going to do too well. But it gave

me the extra push to raise my hand and show the younger students that...this is

what teaching and learning is all about. Because what you put in is what you

should get out. And if you don't put in anything, you're not going to get anything

out of it. So this class did encourage me to push a little bit harder and it helped me

in my other classes at the same time.

Although Mario had a grade point average of a 4.0, he did not believe that his grade point

average was influenced by the course.

Motivation from other students in the class kept him going and affected his

decision to stay enrolled in college. Mario reported that other guys in the class were

pursuing the same goals that he was; therefore, they encouraged each other to continue in

their classes and helped each other. He said, "When they needed help, I'd help them, .and

when I needed help, they'd help me." Furthermore, he explained that his friends on

campus and the campus environment were the personal or social factors that made him

want to stay in college.

Mario met other students on his own not from the course; however, he mentioned

that the instructor did make the students introduce themselves, tell where they were from

and indicate what their goals were. He explained that everybody in the class had a fear of

speaking in front of the class. Nevertheless, he mentioned that when he spoke in front of

the class, he felt comfortable and more confident. Mario explained how his confidence in

college increased by taking Guidance 10, thus he felt more confident in his other classes.
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During the interview, he shared a story of when he scored a 100% on his first

psychology test. He was the only one in the class that earned a perfect score. Mario

explained how other students in the class wanted to study with him and that made a big

impact on him; he felt good about himself. Furthermore, he illustrated,

So they knew I wasn't as dumb as I looked. I was happy to help them out, too. So

I think by doing and learning that I wasn't as dumb as I thought - - because some

of us go through that where we go through a period of life where we stop growing

in life emotionally, physically, spiritually - - and, by doing that, I think that really

gave me the big boost that I needed to pursue the rest of the psychology classes.

Mario liked Guidance 10 and explained,

I think it was knowing that I could go in this class and not be judged for who I

used to be before by the teacher or by the students - - because I think we're all in

the same boat whether they like it or not. We're all trying to get something out of

this class. And there was a certain level of...influence from the teacher that gave

us that little extra push. Knowing that we had somewhere to go to, especially the

first semester. I needed someone to ask certain questions and get the right answer

from.

Mario was unable to recall anything he did not like about the course, but continued

describing other aspects of the course that he liked.

Actually I remember [instructor's name] course was enjoyable. She was very

nice, friendly. She always had time to say "Hi." She was like that the whole time

and I think that was nice about being in her class and knowing that she was real

no matter where she was. I know I got something out of this class. And it wasn't
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always for the extra units anymore. It was for myself. Like the career guidance

class that was very helpful too. It was like a feather in your cap. You learn all

these little things that were helpful to you and I could pass them onto somebody

else that's now in my field.

Although the course was not required, Mario registered for the course because his

drug rehabilitation counselor recommended it. When asked what he would suggest to

improve the course, he recommended that students learn the locations of all the student

services' offices.

Mario's guidance class began with forty students and ended with thirty students.

When asked if the course should be mandatory, he responded that it should not be

mandatory. According to Mario, students should not be forced to learn something if they

are not interested in learning. He reiterated, "I don't believe in pushing a person into

something that they're not going to get anything out of. I think the way it is now is

probably more beneficial to people." He concluded, "Yeah, having a smaller class would

be better but not...making it mandatory for all these other people that don't want to take

it. They're going to fail anyway. Why should they even be in there?"

Finally, when asked if he wanted to add anything about his experience in the

course, Mario shared that he was grateful for Guidance 10 and the other guidance classes

because he learned about several services on campus. Furthermore, he commented, "If

you put in something, you're going get something good out of it. And I knew that if I put

in 100%, I was going to get an 'A' and it wasn't a hard 'A' for me."

Mario concluded the interview by describing how he felt as a new student and

after he took the guidance course.
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I was very uncomfortable when I first started college because of the age

difference. Well, almost a sense of being overwhelmed by so many younger

generations of students. It wasn't that long, maybe a month, two months for me

to get over that feeling of being overwhelmed. I started fitting in...started

participating more and putting forth the effort to meet people and introduce

myself. Even if it's a couple minute conversation or you don't get any

conversation, you're putting forth effort, energy. You're directing your energy in

the right direction, whether you get a good response or a negative response. But

that's what kind of encouraged me to do that a little more. I started to get into a

more comfort zone. It made me feel like I'm part of this now.

Julia

Julia started attending Coral College during the summer of 1996 and dropped all

of her classes the fall of 1997, which was her last semester. She took Guidance 10 the

fall semester of 1996 and received credit for the class. Julia decided to enroll in college,

"To see what's out there. I'm...taking a few classes here and there." Julia has many

interests and scattered career goals. Julia commented,

I need a structured kind of program. I really liked English a lot. I think my fear in

continuing school is probably math, because my math is so bad. But I know I can

overcome that. I know I can do it, but I just have crippled myself, but other than

that, I think college is fantastic.

She had not received any other type of orientation prior to this class.

Julia reported that she took a break from college to travel and work abroad. When

she returned to her hometown, she enrolled in a local university and is currently working
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on her Bachelor's Degree in Behavioral Science. She may pursue the teaching field.

Julia stated that the information on financial aid, guidance and the volunteer

program was the most useful information she learned in the class. When asked if she

learned anything in the class that was not useful, she indicated that everything in the

course was useful. The information on certificate, associate degrees and transfer

requirements did not affect her decision to stay or drop out of college. Julia commented

on why she dropped out of college, "Well obviously it didn't affect me because I didn't

stay. For the longest time, I was just one of those wanderers. If something interests me

then I'll go and I'll stay and then make a decision."

Julia reiterated that she was not ready to make a decision on a career or receive

help from student services; therefore, information on student services or career decision-

making did not affect her decision to stay or leave college. Meeting with a counselor and

developing a Student Education Plan did not affect her decision to stay or leave college;

however, Julia stated that meeting with a counselor was great. Julia mentioned that her

cOunselor was a very lovely lady and really nice. She emphasized the importance of a

good guidance counselor.

Although the study skills section of the class did not affect Julia's decision to stay

enrolled in college, she mentioned that the information was informative. The course did

not influence her decision to leave college. Julia pointed out,

I think if I was ready to stay in college, I would have followed up and said, "I've

heard about this or that; can you help me with that?" But I think because I wasn't

completely there. Well, I just love learning outside. I love to read my own books.

I love to read, so I do that and I educate myself.
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Her counselor recommended Guidance 10 therefore she enrolled in the course.

When asked about the size of her class and how that influenced her learning, she

indicated that her class was about 20 students and she felt that was too big. To improve

the course, Julia suggested that the instructor administer career interest inventory tests,

which would help students learn about themselves and careers that would match their

personalities. According to Julia, the course should not be mandatory; however, she did

not state a reason why the course should not be mandatory.

During the concluding questions, Julia reported that by taking Guidance 10 she

realized that she was not ready to be in college; she was not ready to make a

commitment. When asked how to retain students in college she suggested, "I guess make

more presentations...to the students. I mean something big where the students can see

there's a guidance counselor...that you guys are here."

Julia commented that she appreciated the speakers who came to speak to her

Guidance 10 course and gave information on their different programs. Furthermore, she

suggested that information on learning disabilities should be discussed in this course.

With this class also to get a hold of people if they had like a learning disability.

That's a big thing. Most people say, "Man, you know, I just wasn't ever good in

school." And I mean so many people don't do their potential because ofone little

handicap that they have. Yeah, somebody might actually have learning

disabilities but that's okay. There are programs that can help them over time and

they don't have to feel embarrassed about it. I think that would be good to help

them.
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Ron

Ron was a first generation college student who had been attending Coral College

for five semesters since the fall semester of 1999. He enrolled in college because his

mother told him to either go to school or get a job; as a result, he chose school. Ron was

somewhat unsure about his academic goals but stated that he will major in art and

possibly transfer to a nearby university. He attended Coral College part time this

semester but generally he was a full time student. Ron worked part time at a local arts

and crafts store.

Ron took Guidance 10 his first semester at Coral College, which was the fall of

1999. He did not have any other type of orientation before the course. According to

Ron, the most useful part of the course was learning which student services are available

and where the offices are located on campus. Furthermore, he indicated that he learned

how to enroll in classes, write college level papers, and make presentations. Ron

indicated that everything in the course was useful.

When asked how learning about certificates, degree and transfer requirements

affected his decision to stay in college, he replied, "Actually it did because after I learned

about that, I knew which classes I needed and I just go down the list each semester. Just

keep goals for myself. I have a goal to get my associate's degree and go beyond that."

Before the class he only planned to obtain his associate's degree. However, after he took

the course, he realized the numerous career opportunities for art majors with a four-year

degree as a result he decided to transfer to a nearby university.

The information on financial aid and student services affected his decision to stay

enrolled in college because he learned that he could obtain financial assistance and that
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helped him to stay in school. He reported that the survival skills section of the course did

not affect his decision to stay enrolled. The information on career decision-making

provided him with information on career opportunities for art majors thus he decided to

stay enrolled in college.

Meeting with a counselor and developing a Student Education Plan assisted him

with identifying career goals and his priorities, which ultimately affected his decision to

stay enrolled in college. Furthermore, he indicated that he found out which classes he

needed for his major. When asked what it was about Guidance 10 that did or did not

influence his decision to stay enrolled in college, he said nothing specifically although the

course helped him. Although Ron could not identify anything specifically about the

course that did or did not influence his decision to stay enrolled, he commented that the

course did help him by giving him information about careers and student services.

The personal or school related factor that affected Ron's decision to stay in

college was that he did not want to work in the fast food industry for the rest of his life.

He said, "I want to make something out of my life, actually get somewhere." According

to Ron, the course did make him feel a part of the campus social system. Guidance 10

encouraged him to be more social and talk to other students on campus. In the course, he

remembered that everyone in the class introduced himself or herself, knew each other and

felt comfortable in the class together.

Before Ron arrived at Coral College, he explained that he felt a little scared and

intimidated. He remarked, "It was a little overwhelming. I didn't know what to expect

but the class helped me a lot." After Ron completed the course, he replied that he was no

longer scared and wanted to take as many classes as he could. According to Ron, the
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course gave him confidence to talk to his teachers. He mentioned, "After I had this class,

like every professor that I take a class with, I always connect with them in some kind of

way."

When asked why he took the course, Ron pointed out, "Well the reason I took this

class in the first place is because I needed an extra unit to get 12, so I kind of had to take

it in a way. Once I took this class, I was glad I did. I didn't feel like it was a waste of

time at all." Ron did not dislike anything about the course. Ron liked that the course was

only five weeks and met once a week. He indicated that he liked the course small and

intimate. He said, "You [the teacher] get a chance to relate with the students more

instead of just standing up there teaching. Because you [the teacher] get a chance to help

people individually."

Ron stated that he did not think the course should be mandatory but it should be

recommended. He concluded,

I think everything was really beneficial. And if students take guidance classes,

they get to know where different departments are in the school and how to get

everything they need. It was very helpful. I learned a lot and I definitely

recommend it to other students.

Vanessa

Vanessa had been attending Coral College since the fall of 1999. She enrolled in

college when she was laid off from her job. Vanessa's academic and career goal was to

become a pre-school teacher. She attended college full time and worked part time. She

took Guidance 10 during the fall semester of 1999. She did not have any other type of

orientation previous to the course.
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From what Vanessa remembered in the course, she found learning about local

universities useful information since she plans to attend a university in the future. She

commented that everything in the class was useful. According to Vanessa, learning about

certificates, associate degrees and transfer requirements affected her decision to stay

enrolled in college because she had a goal to obtain her associate's degree then transfer to

another college to earn her Bachelor's Degree. The student services and financial aid

information did not affect her decision to stay enrolled in college.

When Vanessa was in high school, she knew that she wanted to be a pre-school

teacher; consequently, the career decision making section of the course did not affect her

decision to stay enrolled in college. Meeting with a counselor did not affect her decision

to stay enrolled in college; however, she replied that the counselors were very supportive

and caring. The study skills section of the course did not influence Vanessa to stay

enrolled in college. Guidance 10 did not influence her to stay enrolled in college.

Vanessa mentioned that her grade point average had increased since taking the course but

did not correlate the increase in her grade point average to the course.

Vanessa stated the following personal factors that affected her decision to stay

enrolled in college.

I push myself. I was abused when I was growing up and my parents said because

of my learning disability I would never amount to anything. So I'm doing this to

prove to them and to show them that I can do anything I want.

Vanessa shared that the course did make her feel a part of the campus social system.

Also, she mentioned that one of the speakers from a local university spoke to her class

about the numerous opportunities available,
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He said that I could get my Master's Degree. And I said, "You don't know how

old I'll be when I get my Master's." And he said, "Well, it's better to be 48 and

have your Master's than to be 48 and have nothing." And it started making me

think.

In the interview, she expressed that the speaker in her class inspired her to pursue long-

term academic goals.

Vanessa liked the course because the instructor encouraged the students to attend

College Night, in which college representatives from hundreds of universities are

available on campus to answer questions regarding their particular colleges. Vanessa's

counselor recommended the course so she took the course. Vanessa stated that the

number of students enrolled in the course did not make a difference to her.

Her suggestion to improve the course was to inform students about grant money,

scholarships and financial aid. Vanessa pointed out, "They [students] don't realize that

there's money out there. And nobody knows about it." Furthermore, she mentioned that

services for learning disabled students should be discussed and emphasized in the course.

When asked if the course should be mandatory, Vanessa responded, "Yeah, it should be

mandatory for new students because it gives them the information that they need that they

wouldn't have." Throughout the interview, Vanessa reiterated that she enjoyed the

course and felt she learned important information that was useful.

Amy

Amy had only attended Coral College for two semesters; she was currently

enrolled and took courses during the fall semester of 1999. She enrolled in college to

obtain a degree in order to qualify for better jobs and have more opportunities. Amy's
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academic and career goal was to become a registered nurse. She attended college part

time and worked full time at a floral shop as a bookkeeper. Amy took Guidance 10

during her first semester, which was the fall semester of 1999. She did not attend any

other type of orientation program previous to the course.

Amy explained that the course was useful when the teacher discussed associate

degrees and transfer programs. She emphasized why this information was useful to her,

"Because eventually I want to transfer and so she helped me [sic]...which classes were

transferable and which ones you can't [transfer]." Amy responded that although some

information in the course was not particularly useful to her, it was useful to other students

in the class.

When asked how the financial aid and student services information affected her

decision to stay enrolled in college, she indicated that it did not affect her decision to stay

enrolled in college since her mom paid for her college expenses. However, Amy

mentioned that she would know where to go if she needed financial aid or student

services and she believed these programs would benefit her. The career decision-making

section of the class did affect her decision to stay enrolled in college. Amy reported,

"Well I've always been kind of interested in nursing and when I took the class, I

remember we went and did the career search and...it made me realize that's what I really

wanted to do." The career decision making section of the course confirmed Amy's

original career goal, which was to become a nurse.

Meeting with a counselor and developing a Student Education Plan affected

Amy's decision to stay enrolled in college. She stated,

That helped a lot, because he told me what I needed to do and what classes I
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needed to take and without that I would be just trying to do it on my own and I

had no idea where to start.

Although the study skills section of the course did not affect Amy's decision to stay

enrolled in college, she mentioned that the information was somewhat helpful.

Amy took the course because she thought it would be a fun class to take. When

asked what it was about the course that made her want to stay enrolled in college, she

explained, "Just how the instructor was always talking about the money, like how much

money you can make doing certain careers." The instructor discussed the salaries of

several careers and emphasized how students make more money with a college degree.

This information encouraged Amy to stay enrolled in college. According to Amy, there

was nothing about the course that influenced her grade point average.

Personal or social factors that affected Amy's decision to stay enrolled in college

were that she wanted a better life for herself. Furthermore, she explained that with

nursing there is always a job wherever you go and this career has a high job demand.

The course did not make her feel a part of the campus social system. Amy remarked that

she liked the course because she learned about different opportunities and jobs. When

asked what she did not like about the course, she answered that students in the class did

not take the class seriously and were disrespectful and rude to the instructor by talking

during class time.

Amy's course was five weeks and she liked that it was a short-term class. Since

she did not know which classes to take for her major, she took Guidance 10, even though

it was not required. Her guidance course had 25 students, which she preferred because

she stated that the course was more focused.
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Amy did not have any suggestions to improve the course but she mentioned that

she does recommend the course to other students. According to Amy, the course should

not be mandatory because, if students want the information, they need to go out and get

it. Amy concluded the interview by remarking that her teacher was really nice and she

liked her.

Tanisha

Tanisha attended Coral College for two semesters and was not currently enrolled

at the time of the interview. She decided to enroll in college because at the time she was

staying home and wanted something else to do. Tanisha's career goal was to become an

elementary school teacher. She had to drop out of college because of financial reasons.

Tanisha stated that she planned to return to Coral College when she has the financial

resources to assist her with college expenses. When she attended Coral College, she took

full time classes and did not work. She took Guidance 10 during her first semester in the

fall of 1999. She did not have any other type of orientation previously.

For Tanisha, the most useful section of the course was learning how to obtain

assistance from the Educational Opportunity Program and Services (EOPS), which pays

for students' books, and provides counseling as well as other services. Furthermore, she

mentioned, "They helped me with...if I want to transfer to another college. And then they

helped me...do my schedule of classes." Finally, she reported that everything she learned

in the class was useful.

Tanisha did not know that she could transfer to a university consequently learning

about certificates, associate degrees and transfer requirements influenced her to stay

enrolled in college. Moreover, Tanisha learned that there was a local public university,
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which influenced her to continue her education. When asked how learning about student

services and financial aid was helpful, Tanisha reiterated that the EOPS program was

extremely helpful since they paid for her books.

When asked how the information on career decision-making helped her, she

explained,

That helped me because...my major was psychology. And I really didn't know

how long it was going to take. I didn't know what... I had to put into it until the

decision making came in to play. That's when I decided to be a teacher because it

was really a lot...of time to be a psychologist so I said, "Well being a teacher is

the next best thing to help children."

Meeting with a counselor and developing a Student Education Plan helped

Tanisha since she did not know how to choose her classes. When she met with her

counselor, the counselor assisted her with her class schedule. The study skills and time

management section of the course helped her realize she needed to make time to study

and make school a priority. The course did not influence Tanisha to stay or withdraw

from college. She reiterated that she had to drop out of college because of her financial

situation. Tanisha's favorite part of the course was the instructor. She gave an example

of why she liked her instructor.

She...made everybody a part of the class. And we became a group. We grouped

up and she made sure we all knew each other. The favorite part...was when we

had to meet somebody in the class and write down their name and what they

were going to school for, and then we switched papers and we got someone else's

paper. I liked that. She introduced us to someone else on campus that we
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wouldn't have met otherwise.

Finally, when Tanisha was asked what she disliked about the course, she shared that she

enjoyed the whole course.

Tanisha recalled that her course was either four or five weeks and she would have

preferred the course was the whole semester since she enjoyed the class. One of her

friends recommended Guidance 10 therefore she took the course. Her class had about

thirty students and she preferred a bigger class in order to learn about different views

from different people. Tanisha concluded that the course was very thorough and she

believed that the course should be mandatory because, in her opinion, a student really

benefits from a guidance class.

Jamie

Jamie had been attending Coral College for one year and took Guidance 10 during

the fall semester of 1999, which was her first semester of college. After high school, she

came to Coral College to find a career. Her academic and career goals were to obtain an

associate's degree and transfer to a four-year university majoring in psychology. Jamie

would like to be a family, marriage or substance abuse counselor. Jamie attended college

full time and worked part time at a local sandwich shop. She did not attend any type of

orientation prior to the course.

For Jamie, meeting with a counselor and setting up a Student Education Plan were

the most beneficial aspects of the course. According to Jamie, everything in the course

was useful. Learning about certificates, associate degrees and transfer requirements did

not affect her decision to stay enrolled in college; however, she pointed out that it did let

her know what she had to do in order to transfer.
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According to Jamie, financial aid paid for her college expenses so consequently

the information on financial aid and student services affected her decision to stay in

college. The career decision-making section of the course did not affect Jamie's decision

to stay enrolled in college since she decided to become a counselor in high school when

friends would ask her for advice. When asked how meeting with a counselor and

developing a Student Education Plan affected her decision to stay enrolled in college, she

answered, "It helped me plan out what I was going to take rather than spontaneously just

picking something. It helped me set up what I needed to take next from what I've already

taken."

Study skills and time management did not affect her decision to stay enrolled in

college; however, it helped her set up a schedule and study plan. When asked what it was

about the course that influenced her decision to stay enrolled in college, she stated, "The

fact that I learned that there's a lot more help than I was told when I first got here. As far

as financial aid, counseling, and LD [learning disabilities]."

Jamie reported that the course did not influence her grade point average. She

indicated that she has stayed in college to earn her degree and start her own psychology

practice. She emphasized that she stayed in college based on her own self-motivation. In

addition, she mentioned that being in school has given her self-confidence. When she

took two semesters off from college, she was unhappy, thus her husband encouraged her

to return to college.

According to Jamie, the course did make her feel more comfortable on campus

and a part of the campus social system. She stated that she liked the course due to the

easy course material. Jamie did not dislike anything about the course. Her course was
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about four weeks long and she would have liked the course to be longer. Jamie

suggested, "I think it would be better to have it in a longer period of time; that way you

don't have to cram so much information into a few weeks." Jamie needed an extra unit

thus she took Guidance 10. She mentioned that she had a small class but the class size

did not make a difference to her.

When asked if the course should be mandatory, Jamie answered, "I think so

because that way they [new students] get in and they learn about the college. They learn

about counseling, financial aid and LI) [learning disabilities]." Jamie concluded that the

most beneficial part of the class was that she made a connection with a counselor and she

feels comfortable going to the counseling department for help.

Valerie

Valerie was a first generation college student, who attended Coral College for

three years, took a few semesters off and was currently enrolled at the time of the

interview. She decided to enroll in college to educate herself and gain more knowledge

in the business field. Her academic goal was to major in business and someday own a

bed and breakfast inn. In the future, she planned to transfer to a university. Valerie

attended college part time and worked full time at a fast food restaurant. Valerie took

Guidance 10 during the fall semester of 1999. She did not have any other type of

orientation prior to the course.

Valerie did not remember the class very well. When asked what she learned in

the class that was useful, she reported, "Basically, what I do remember in the class is that

he [the instructor] gave us a plan helped us learn how to plan out a schedule. He taught

us how to use the school...the library and things like that. It was useful because I didn't
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know anything." She indicated that everything she learned was useful.

Valerie missed a lot of classes, so she did not remember learning about

certificates, associate degrees or transfer requirements. She vaguely remembered her

teacher discussing financial aid and student services; nevertheless, she confirmed that this

did not affect her decision to stay enrolled in college. Valerie did recall the career

decision-making section of the class. She recalled the instructor going over various

salaries for particular careers and how much more a person would make with a college

degree. She found this information interesting; however, it did not influence her decision

to stay enrolled in college.

Valerie did not meet with a counselor or develop a Student Education Plan;

therefore, this did not affect her decision to stay enrolled in college. At the time of the

interview, she still had not met with a counselor. Valerie pointed out that the reason that

she has not met with a counselor is because she does not have time due to her work

schedule. Furthermore, she indicated that if she did meet with a counselor, she would go

to the counselor who taught Guidance 10 because she made a connection with him. She

is currently enrolled and mentioned that this is the first semester that she will have

completed all of her classes.

Valerie did not remember the study skills section of the class thus it did not affect

her decision to stay enrolled in college. When asked what about Guidance 10 influenced

her to stay in college, she replied, "Well, I think it is helpful for the people that...are just

starting out. I didn't know the campus at that time. It would have been more helpful to

myself if I actually paid attention." Valerie remarked that the course did not influence

her grade point average.
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According to Valerie, a personal or school related factor that affected her decision

to stay enrolled in college was that she does not want to be working at a fast food

restaurant the rest of her life. She commented, "I want to go to school to make something

of myself. My parents they help me stay in school because otherwise I probably

wouldn't come back. They help me financially. They support me. They try to

encourage me to finish." The class did not make her feel a part of the campus social

system.

Valerie liked the course because the instructor gave the students a Student

Education Plan and she enjoyed the campus tour. Although she does not remember very

much about student services, she mentioned that she would know how to access

information out of the handbook, class schedule or catalog. When asked what she did not

like about the course, she answered, "The teacher was kind of slow. He just dragged on

and on. It was kind of boring. So that was why I probably wasn't so attentive in the

class."

In regards to the class format, Valerie answered that she would prefer for the

course to be one hour a week for the whole semester. Her sister recommended that she

take the course, which is the reason she took Guidance 10. Her class had 15 students and

she preferred it small and intimate. Valerie remarked that if the class was too big then it

would have given her an uneasy feeling. Valerie's suggestion for the course was to have

more group activities. Furthermore, she thought that the course was pretty good and

could not think of any other suggestions.
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Emma

Emma attended Coral College for one semester and was not enrolled at the time

of the interview. Her academic and career goal was to become a nurse. She was not able

to complete her academic goal due to personal obstacles in her life that caused her to drop

out of college. She moved out of her house, started dating a new boyfriend, worked full

time, and became pregnant. When she was attending Coral College, she took classes full

time and worked part time. She completed Guidance 10 her first semester of college,

which was the fall semester of 1999. She did not have any other type of orientation

previous to the course.

Emma remembered the course and thought the campus tour and student services

information was the most useful. She explained,

Well I knew where the buildings were at, like where the financial aid, the

bookstore and all that, little details that helped me a lot because I never actually

had been on the campus. And then, I even helped my friend too because I kind of

showed him. I told him to take the class. And he took it and said it helped him.

Everything she learned in the class was useful.

Emma commented that she was not at Coral College long enough to know if

learning about certificates, associate degrees and transfer requirements affected her

decision to stay or withdraw from college. She reported that the information on student

services and financial aid did not influence her decision to stay enrolled or withdraw from

college. The career decision-making section of the course did not influence Emma's

decision to stay enrolled or withdraw from college. According to Emma, meeting with a

counselor and developing a Student Education Plan influenced her to stay in college.
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However, at that time she had too many personal obstacles in her life, which is the reason

she withdrew.

When asked what about Guidance 10 did or did not influence her to stay in

college, she indicated,

If things hadn't happened in my personal life, I know I'd still be at...college. I

know that because I still wanted to continue my education. I still do. I mean the

instructor helped me a lot. The instructor helped me gather a little information.

The instructor showed me around the campus. The teachers were wonderful. The

teachers were nice. I liked the teachers.

Emma is planning to return to college in the future when her baby is older.

While attending Coral College, Emma felt like a part of the campus social system.

Furthermore, she mentioned that the students were friendly and, if she did not know

something, her classmates were willing to help her. Emma reported that everything in the

class was fun. She did not like that the class was a short-term class. She would have

preferred to take Guidance 10 as a full semester class, as she would have liked to receive

more information. She explained, "I would have liked it if it would have [jc] took like a

full semester. They probably would have shown me a little bit more." Emma took the

class because she did not know the campus and it was her first time at a college.

Emma's class had 10 to 15 students and she preferred the smaller class so that the

instructor could spend a little more time with the students. She did not have any

suggestions to improve the class. During the interview, she explained that it had been too

long since she took the class consequently she could not think of any suggestions. There

was no additional information that she would have wanted to receive in the class.
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Emma remarked that the class should be mandatory since new students do not

know the campus and the class gives them the chance to take a campus tour and learn

where student services are located. Finally, Emma was asked if she would like to add

anything regarding her experience in Guidance 10 and she concluded,

It was a nice experience for me. It had been years, I hadn't been in school so I felt

good about myself. I recommended it to my friend. After he graduated from high

school, I went down there with him and showed him. I told him, 'You need to

take this class...it's only one unit.' He ended up taking that one and he said it

helped him out a lot.

Connie

Connie had been attending Coral College for five semesters. In 1986, she arrived

in the United States from Vietnam. She decided to enroll in college to make more money

and become a computer technician. In addition, English was her second language;

consequently, she needed to take English classes. Connie attended college full time and

worked part time. She took Guidance 10 her first semester of college, which was the fall

semester of 1999. She did not have any other type of orientation previous to the

orientation class.

When asked what she remembered learning in the class that was useful, she

mentioned that the most useful part of the class was the introduction to college and

student services. Due to English being her second language, she did not understand a lot

of the course material. However, she mentioned that her instructor helped her understand

which majors and programs match up with particular careers. According to Connie,

everything in the course was useful.
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Connie confirmed that learning about certificates, associate degrees and transfer

requirements did affect her decision to stay enrolled in college. In addition, she

responded that learning about student services and financial aid also influenced her

decision to stay enrolled in college. During the interview, Connie struggled with

commenting further on the questions she was asked. Finally, she answered that the career

decision-making section of the course affected her decision to stay enrolled in college.

She commented,

Yeah, because at that time I didn't know which one [major] I [sic] choose. Then

after I take some classes for English and then I know which one [major] I

choose...because I know about computers. I have a computer at home. I know

how to use computers.

Connie did not remember learning about study skills; therefore, that did not

influence her decision to stay enrolled in college. Meeting with a counselor and

developing a Student Education Plan did influence her to stay in college. She explained,

"She [the counselor] help [sk] me choose the class...and she explain to me everything if I

don't understand."

Connie remarked that Guidance 10 influenced her to stay in college. She

indicated that the counselors were very supportive and helpful to new students who are

not familiar with the college. A personal and social reason that influenced her to stay

enrolled in college was to learn better English. She reiterated, "Every time I go

everywhere I feel embarrassed and that's why I decide to start this (college)." Connie

wants to stay in college to improve her English skills.

The course made Connie feel more comfortable on campus. Her favorite part of
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the course was the financial aid information. Connie did not dislike anything about the

course. She explained that she preferred the course to be a short-term course. In order to

be awarded full financial aid, a student must be enrolled in 12 units. Connie took the

course to receive a unit towards the 12-unit requirement. There were approximately

thirty students enrolled in her course and she reported that the class size did not affect her

understanding of the course material.

Connie did not have any suggestions to improve the course. She reported that she

did not think the course should be mandatory. She concluded,

I think that class [sici it help for me. And the instructor is good. She explain NM

me everything. If I need help, I ask her because that time my English it not well. I

tell her...I don't understand too much but she said that's okay and she will explain

to me everything I don't understand.

Isabel

Isabel was a first generation college student who had been attending Coral

College for five semesters. Prior to enrolling in college, Isabel had been working full

time but quit her job when her work hours were decreased. Her academic goal was to

finish an office skills certificate and in the future obtain an associate's degree. She

wanted to complete her certificate in order to develop skills to qualify her for various

office jobs. At the time of the interview, Isabel attended college part time and worked

almost full time. She completed Guidance 10 her first semester of college, which was the

fall semester of 1999. She did not have any other type of orientation prior to the course.

Isabel had a difficult time remembering the course. When asked what she

remembered that was useful she responded, "I remember...the blue phones are for
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emergencies. And I found out where the financial aid office is. Student services. The

most basic stuff I needed to know. Useful in that I saw my way around the school."

Isabel indicated that everything in the course was useful.

Learning about certificates, associate degrees or transfer requirements did not

affect her decision to stay enrolled in college. She reported that the student services and

financial aid information affected her decision to stay enrolled in college and helped her

tremendously. The information on career decision-making did not affect her decision to

stay in college because she is presently confused about which career she should choose.

Meeting with a counselor and developing a Student Education Plan helped Isabel

become aware of the diverse opportunities available to her at Coral College. She has not

met with a counselor recently due to her limited time with working and attending classes.

She remarked that learning study skills did affect her decision to stay enrolled in college.

Isabel continues to be enrolled in college because of her mother's support. She

illustrated,

My mom told me to stay. My neighbor, she told me, 'I know it's going to be hard

and keep going' and I don't like to give up. It's been hard but I've been through

it. It's important to me and it's important to most of my family.

The course did not influence her grade point average. The course did make her feel a part

of the campus social system and she expressed that it made her feel more welcomed on

campus. Isabel's favorite part of the course was gathering information from the various

student services' offices. She pointed out, "The teacher knew about it [student services]

but wanted us to know about it, too. Go to the financial aid office, get information there

or go somewhere else and get information from there too." There was nothing she
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disliked about the course.

Isabel's course was approximately six weeks and she preferred the short-term

course format. When asked why she took Guidance 10, she explained that she wanted to

know more information about the campus. Isabel's course had approximately fifteen

students and she preferred the smaller class. She indicated that she does better in smaller

classes. Isabel explained, "Because if it's a lot of people, the instructor doesn't give

much attention to you."

Isabel concluded the interview by suggesting that the course include information

regarding learning disabilities. She mentioned that the course should be mandatory

because it would expose new students to opportunities and services available.

Summary of the Interviews

From the surveys, questions were developed and framed for the interviews with

the respondents. Twelve students, who completed Guidance 10 and who returned a

survey, were interviewed to investigate in greater depth how the course did or did not

influence them to stay in college. To guarantee anonymity, the researcher assigned

fictitious names to each of the respondents. Interviews were conducted in the

researcher's office. The interviews covered the following topics: (a) personal data; (b)

elements of a successful orientation class; (c) the influence of Guidance 10 on retention;

(d) the influence of Guidance 10 on grade point average; (e) variables beyond orientation

that influence retention; (f) characteristics of an orientation course at a two-year college;

and (g) suggestions to improve Guidance 10.
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Personal data

Two males and 10 females were interviewed. Eight of the students interviewed

were currently enrolled whereas three of them withdrew and one of them graduated with

his certificate. Five of the respondents attended college part time while three of them

were full time and four of them were not enrolled. Nine of the respondents interviewed

took Guidance 10 during the fall of 1999. Two students took the course the fall of 1996

and one student took the course the fall of 1997. None of the students interviewed had

any other type of orientation prior to the Guidance 10 course.

Elements of a successful orientation class

Students were asked what the most useful part of the course was and they

answered by discussing different aspects of the course. The majority of the respondents

described meeting with a counselor, creating a Student Education Plan, and the student

services information as the most useful parts of the course. Furthermore, these

respondents explained the importance of creating a Student Education Plan with a

counselor and having a list of required courses needed to complete their respective

programs.

A few respondents indicated that the financial aid information and campus tour

were the most beneficial sections of the course. The financial aid information was

essential for some of the respondents since they needed financial aid to continue their

education. Finally, a few of the respondents mentioned that the information on career

decision making as well as associate degrees and transferring to a university were the

most useful aspects of the course. In summary, meeting with a counselor and developing

a Student Education Plan appeared to be the most useful part of the course for the
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respondents interviewed. When respondents were asked if there was something in the

course that was not useful, 100% of the respondents indicated that everything in the

course was useful.

Next, respondents were asked if learning about certificates, associate degrees and

transfer requirements influenced their decision to stay enrolled or withdraw from college.

Fifty-eight percent of the respondents indicated that learning about certificates, associate

degrees and transfer requirements influenced their decision to stay enrolled in college.

Forty-two percent of the respondents interviewed replied that learning about these

requirements did not affect their decision to stay enrolled. One respondent, who was not

influenced by this information, commented that she missed a lot of classes; therefore, she

did not remember learning about requirements for certificates, associate degrees or

transfer programs.

Eight out of the 12 respondents learned what was required to obtain a certificate,

an associate's degree and transfer to a university, which influenced them to stay in

college. Two of these respondents were encouraged to stay in college as a result of a

speaker in Guidance 10, who informed them about a local university where they could

earn their Bachelor's Degree.

When the students were asked if learning about financial aid and student services

influenced their decision to stay enrolled in college, seven respondents answered in the

affirmative and five respondents responded in the negative. Five of the seven

respondents, who answered in the affirmative, reported that this information did influence

them to stay enrolled in college, received financial aid. These respondents all

commented that they needed financial aid to assist them with college expenses and would
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not have been able to go to college without this assistance. One of the students, who

responded in the negative and did not believe the information influenced her to stay

enrolled, reported that she vaguely remembered her instructor discussing this

information.

When respondents were asked if the career decision-making section of the course

influenced them to stay enrolled in college, six of the students responded in the

affirmative and six of them answered in the negative. One of the respondents, who

indicated that the information did not influence her to stay enrolled in college, mentioned

that she already had a career goal prior to the course.

One of the respondents, who remarked that the information did influence her to

stay enrolled in college, commented that this information confirmed her career goal to

become a nurse. A female respondent, who indicated that the information affected her

decision to stay enrolled, pointed out that she changed her career goal when her counselor

informed her of the numerous requirements for that particular career. Finally, a male

respondent, who reported that the career information was helpful, mentioned that he

found out about possible careers related to art majors, which was very beneficial for him.

Meeting with a counselor and developing a Student Education Plan influenced

75% of the respondents to stay enrolled in college. Twenty-five percent of the

respondents were not influenced to stay enrolled in college by this section of the course.

One of the respondents, who pointed out that this did not affect her decision to stay

enrolled, indicated that it did not affect her decision due to the fact that she did not meet

with a counselor or create a Student Education Plan. Two students, who reported that

this information influenced them to stay enrolled in college, remarked that it helped them
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because they knew which classes to take for their academic programs and they did not

have to chose classes on their own. Furthermore, they emphasized that the Student

Education Plan kept them on track.

Another female respondent stated that the Student Education Plan was helpful

because then she took the appropriate classes to reach her academic goal. Finally, a

female respondent explained that by meeting with a counselor she felt that more

opportunities were open to her such as receiving an associate's degree and being able to

transfer to a university.

Learning survival skills such as time management and study skills influenced four

respondents to stay enrolled in college and did not influence eight of the respondents

interviewed. One of the eight respondents, who emphasized that this information did not

influence her decision to stay enrolled in college, mentioned that she did not remember

this part of the course. A female respondent pointed out that this section of the course

influenced her to stay in college because it made her more focused on her studies.

Another female respondent replied that the study skills part of the course was excellent.

Finally, a male respondent commented that the survival skills section of the course helped

him to set up a weekly schedule and study plan, which kept him on track.

The influence of Guidance 10 on retention

When students were asked to describe how Guidance 10 influenced them to stay

or withdraw from college, 7 out of 12 of the respondents explained how the course

influenced them to persist while 5 out of 12 of the respondents remarked how the course

did not influence them. Three respondents indicated that nothing about the course

influenced them to stay in college. One female respondent reported that she dropped out
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of college due to financial reasons, thus it had nothing to do with the course. Another

female respondent replied that after she took the course she realized that she was not

ready to make a commitment to college; consequently, she dropped out. Therefore, five

respondents were not influenced by Guidance 10 to stay enrolled.

Seven respondents were influenced by the course to continue their enrollment in

college. Two respondents mentioned that the assistance they received from the

counselors or instructors of the class as the reason they stayed enrolled in college. Two

other respondents remarked that the campus tour and learning where everything was

influenced them to stay in college. One female respondent indicated that learning to

manage her time and staying focused influenced her decision. Furthermore, a male

student described how participating in Guidance 10 helped him to become more

comfortable and confident in all of his classes, which ultimately influenced him to stay in

college. Finally, a student answered that in Guidance 10, she learned about the potential

earnings she could obtain with a college degree and that motivated her to stay in college.

The influence of Guidance 10 on grade point average

When the students were asked if the Guidance 10 class influenced their grade

point average, the majority of the respondents answered that the course did not influence

their grade point average. Nevertheless, one respondent mentioned that the class kept her

motivated, which she believed affected her grade point average.

Variables beyond orientation that influence retention

There were numerous personal and social factors that influenced students to stay

enrolled or withdraw from college. First, three respondents had to drop out of college

due to miscellaneous personal factors. One respondent had a baby, another respondent
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did not have the fmances to pay for her education and the last respondent was not ready

to commit to college. Next, three respondents explained that they stayed in college to

make a better life for themselves. Furthermore, these respondents were self-motivated to

finish their academic goals and one of them pointed out that being in college gave her

self-confidence to know that she could finish her degree.

Two of the respondents worked at fast food restaurants and they both agreed that

they did not want to work at fast food restaurants for the rest of their lives. They both

commented that they want to make something out of themselves. A male respondent

mentioned that he stayed in college as a result of the motivation from the other students

in the class, which encouraged him to complete his certificate. A female respondent

indicated that she stayed in college to learn English better since English was her second

language. She felt embarrassed when she spoke in front of people; therefore she stayed

in college to learn English better.

A female respondent, who was a re-entry student, indicated that she had an on

campus job through the work experience program. This on campus job motivated her to

stay in college. In addition, she learned additional office skills in her classes that would

help her with her office job. Finally, a female respondent was encouraged by her parents

to continue her enrollment.

Fifty-eight percent of the respondents indicated that they felt like a part of the

campus social system after taking Guidance 10. Forty-two percent of the respondents

indicated that the course did not make them feel a part of the campus social system. One

female respondent reported that she felt a part of the campus social system prior to taking

the class since she already knew people on campus before she came to college. A male
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respondent mentioned that he met students on his own; therefore, the course did not make

him feel a part of the social system. A few of the students pointed out that the instructor

of Guidance 10 made the students feel a part of the campus social system when she/he

had the students introduce themselves to each other on the first day of class.

A female respondent commented that she felt more welcomed on campus after

taking the course. Another female respondent answered that she felt more a part of the

campus social system as a result of her friendly classmates in the course. Finally, an art

major responded that he felt a part of the campus community by taking the class because

he was encouraged to talk to other students and to get to know them; therefore, he

became more social in his other classes.

Next, respondents were asked what they liked about Guidance 10. Five of the 12

respondents indicated that they liked all the new things they learned as well as learning

about the different opportunities and services available on campus. A re-entry male

student stated that he enjoyed the course because his teacher or classmates did not judge

him. One male respondent remarked that in the class he felt comfortable approaching his

Guidance 10 teacher, which increased his confidence to talk to his other instructors.

A female respondent answered that she liked the course due to the easy course

material whereas another female liked that the instructor had the class introduce

themselves to each other; therefore, the students knew someone else on campus. The

Student Education Plan and campus tour were the reasons another student liked the

course. Another female respondent mentioned that learning about financial aid was her

favorite part of the course. Finally, one student answered that there was nothing in

particular that she liked about the course because everything was fun.
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The majority of the respondents (75%) interviewed indicated that there was

nothing they disliked about the Guidance 10 course. Twenty-five percent of the

respondents reported something that they disliked about the course. One student

mentioned that she disliked some of the other students in the course; she mentioned

students who were rude, did not take it seriously and talked during class. Another student

reported that she disliked the course because the instructor was boring and slow. Finally,

a woman explained that she disliked that the course was a short-term course; she would

have preferred a full semester Guidance 10 course.

Characteristics of an orientation course at a two-year college

When respondents were asked how long their course was and if the length of the

course affected them learning the course material, 58% of the respondents indicated that

they preferred the short-term course format. Forty-two percent of the respondents

pointed out that they would have preferred the course to be the entire semester. Three out

of these five respondents, who would have preferred the course to be the entire semester,

explained that they would have liked the course to be longer in order to learn more about

the campus and also they would have liked the course material to not have to be crammed

into a short period of time. The majority of the respondents commented that their course

was 5-6 weeks.

Respondents were asked how many students were in their course and how that

influenced their understanding of the course material. According to the respondents

interviewed, the smaller classes had 10-20 students and the bigger classes had 25-40

students. The majority of the respondents (67%) answered that they preferred the

smaller class size in order to learn the material better, the class was more intimate, the
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instructor gave the students more attention and they felt more comfortable in the class.

Two respondents indicated that the number of students in the course did not influence

their understanding of the course material. Two respondents preferred the bigger class

size in order to be exposed to different opinions, views and people.

Guidance 10 was not a mandatory course; therefore, students were asked why

they took the course and if they believed it should be mandatory. Three of the

respondents remarked that they took the course due to the recommendations of their

counselors. Three other respondents indicated that they took the course to make their 12-

unit requirement to be full time students. Three respondents mentioned that they took the

course to learn more information about the campus and they thought it would be fun.

Two other respondents replied that they took the course as a result of a friend's

recommendation. Finally, a drug rehabilitation counselor recommended the course to

one of the male respondents.

Seven of the respondents indicated that the course should not be mandatory while

four of the respondents reported that the course should be mandatory. One respondent

mentioned that she had no opinion as to whether the course should or should not be

mandatory. One of the respondents, who reported that the course should not be

mandatory, emphasized that people cannot be forced to learn something if they do not

want to learn. In addition, a female respondent, who answered that the course should not

be mandatory, indicated that if students want information about the college, they should

obtain the information themselves.

Finally, two students, who reported that the course should not be mandatory,

indicated that the course should be recommended but not required. The respondents who
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agreed that the course should be mandatory explained that the course should be

mandatory in order for students to receive information they need and to learn about

services available.

Suggestions to improve Guidance 10

Twenty-five percent of the respondents interviewed offered suggestions to

improve the course. A female respondent suggested that the learning disability (LD)

program should be mentioned in the course and students should be encouraged to take the

LD test. According to the student, she attended Coral College for one year before she

found out that she had a learning disability; therefore, she missed out on taking advantage

of the services. Another female respondent indicated that more group and individual

activities should be included in the course to make it more fun. Finally, a female student

suggested that additional presentations about student services should be incorporated into

the class. The other nine respondents did not have any suggestions.

Respondents were asked if they wanted to add any additional information about

their experience in Guidance 10. Fifty percent of the respondents offered additional

comments regarding their experiences in Guidance 10. Two respondents mentioned that

they recommended the course to a friend. Another respondent reiterated that she was not

ready for college, which is the reason she could not commit at that time and chose to drop

out. The most beneficial part of the course for another student was the connection she

made with the counselor or instructor of the course; consequently, she felt comfortable

going to the counseling office for help. A student who dropped out of college due to her

pregnancy remarked that it was an enjoyable experience to be in college and she plans to
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return. Finally, a female respondent pointed out that the learning disability services

should be mentioned in the course.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This chapter summarizes the results of the study, discusses the implications,

makes recommendations for educators and suggestions for additional research. Students

who do not complete a college degree will have a difficult time competing in today's job

market. An increasing number of jobs in the 21 Century require college degrees. A

college degree opens doors and increases the number of opportunities for jobs.

According to the United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census (2000),

students who have a high school diploma will make $22,272 per year while students with

a four-year university degree will start out at $43,630 per year. Over a lifetime of

working thirty years, a person with a high school diploma will only earn $609,000 while

a college graduate will earn $1,421,000. The impact a college education can have on a

person's potential earnings is evident. The difficult task at the community college level

is retaining new students until they graduate with an associate's degree or transfer to a

four-year university.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of a freshman

orientation course on the academic performance and retention of new community college

students. This study was designed to obtain quantitative as well as qualitative data. In

part one, a survey was distributed to students who attended Coral College from the fall of

1996 through the fall of 1999, completed Guidance 10 and scored no higher than a
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level one and level two on 2 out of 3 of the assessment tests. Survey data were used to

frame interview questions for the qualitative part of the study. In part two, 12 students,

who completed Guidance 10 and returned a survey, were interviewed to investigate in

greater depth how the course did or did not influence them to stay enrolled in college.

Interviews were used to give students the opportunity to share their stories and how their

experiences in Guidance 10 influenced them.

Summary

This study answered the following research questions: (a) What are the influences

of a freshman orientation course on the academic performance of new community college

students; (b) What are the influences of a freshman orientation course on the retention of

new community college students; and (c) What is the relationship between the objectives

of the course and student outcomes such as GPA and retention?

The results from the interviews indicated that a freshman orientation course did

not influence the students' academic performance. When the students were asked if the

Guidance 10 class influenced their grade point average, the majority of the respondents

answered in the negative. Nevertheless, one respondent mentioned that the class kept her

motivated, which she believed affected her grade point average.

Fralisck (1993) concluded that students, who complete an orientation course, are

less likely to leave the college and have a higher grade point average (GPA) than those

who do not take an orientation course. The findings of this study are in line with

Fralisck's research since the majority of the respondents, who completed the course, did

not leave the college and had a higher GPA, than those students who did not take an

orientation course. The majority of the respondents concurred with Fidler and Hunter
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(1989) that academic achievement, which was measured by cumulative grade point

average, did not change significantly as a result of the course. Respondents were asked if

the course influenced their GPA and the majority of them answered in the negative.

The data from the interviews illustrated that a freshman orientation course can

influence the retention of new community college students. When students were asked to

describe what it was about Guidance 10 that influenced them to stay or withdraw from

college, 7 out of 12 of the respondents explained how the course influenced them to

persist while 5 out of 12 of the respondents remarked how the course did not influence

them. Three respondents indicated that nothing about the course influenced them to stay

in college. One respondent mentioned that he/she dropped out of college due to financial

reasons while the other respondent dropped out because she was not ready to make a

commitment to college. Seven respondents were influenced by different aspects of the

course to continue their enrollment in college.

Data from the interviews suggested that there is not a relationship between the

course objectives and the respondents' grade point averages. However, the data from the

interviews indicated that there is a relationship between the course objectives and

retention. Respondents identified particular aspects of the orientation course that

influenced them to stay enrolled in college. Seven out of 12 of the respondents explained

how the course influenced them to persist. Meeting with a counselor, going on a campus

tour, learning time management, learning to speak in front of others, and learning about

the potential earnings of a college graduate were aspects of the course that influenced

students to persist in college.

The most interesting result of this study was that although the majority of the
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respondents interviewed agreed that the orientation course benefited them in some way,

the majority of them did not believe that the course should be mandatory. The

respondents believed that if new students want information about the college they need to

go out and find it. Furthermore, respondents mentioned that students should not be

forced to learn something they do not want to learn. Finally, if the course was mandatory

it would change the dynamics of the course because there would be students in the course

who did not want to take the course and there would be larger class sections. Therefore,

the classes would lose the small, intimate feeling that the respondents liked about the

course.

Another interesting result of the study was that 3 out of 12 of the respondents

interviewed indicated that learning disability services should be emphasized in the

course. These three students found out later in their college careers that they had learning

disabilities; therefore, as new students they were not receiving services. These students

suggested that new students should be aware of learning disability services when they

begin their college careers in order to obtain the appropriate services.

Finally, the connection students made with their counselor or instructor of the

course was mentioned several times in various aspects of the interviews. Students

appreciated the support they received from their counselors as well as the friendly

demeanor and attitude. In the surveys along with the interviews, respondents reported

that meeting with a counselor was the most beneficial aspect of the course

Discussion

On the basis of this study, it was evident that students felt Guidance 10 was

helpful, beneficial and useful. Previous studies of effective orientation programs have
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concluded that freshman orientation courses do have a positive influence on retention

(Gardner, 1986, and Fidler & Hunter, 1989). The results of this study suggest that

meeting with a counselor and learning about student services and financial aid influences

students to stay enrolled in college. The findings of this study support the current

research on orientation that claims an orientation course helps to retain students.

Elements of a successful orientation class

Research by Gass (1990) and Gardner (1986) suggested that a successful seminar

course should include: (a) an introduction to higher education, (b) continue orientation,

(c) teach academic survival skills, (d) provide a support group, (e) an opportunity for

students to make friends, (0 provide a mentor, (g) improve students' attitudes towards

faculty, (h) provide career counseling, (I) make freshman feel significant, (j) generate

enthusiasm for the institution and (k) make students informed about opportunities and

requirements at the university. The guidance course in this study was consistent with the

course described by Gass and Gardner since Guidance 10 integrated the above topics into

the course. The orientation courses described in the literature (Perigo & Uperaft, 1989,

Gordon & Grites, 1984) were similar to the orientation course, Guidance 10, offered at

Coral College.

The research in this study confirmed that a support group was imperative in order

for new students to persist. The findings in this study concurred with Blum and

Spangehl's (1982) research, which suggested that all college students, particularly high-

risk students, need a support system to help them to succeed in college. The respondents

in the study indicated several support groups such as: their classmates, families and

counselors that influenced them to persist in college. First, a few of the respondents
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interviewed mentioned that the support they received in Guidance 10 from other students

influenced them to stay enrolled. Next, a respondent remarked that the support she

received from her parents encouraged her to continue her enrollment. Finally, the

counselors or instructors of Guidance 10 were cited several times throughout the

interviews as a major support system, which is in agreement with earlier studies of Blum

and Spangehl.

The data in this study were consistent with research by Tinto (1987) that suggests

that the factors that most affected academic success were encouragement from parents

and positive interactions with faculty and staff. According to Tinto, positive experiences

within and outside the classroom have the biggest impact on these students and can

enhance their self-esteem, give them confidence in their academic abilities and validate

their knowledge and experiences.

In this study, the counselors or instructors of the guidance course were cited

several times during the interviews and surveys as reasons why the students continued

their enrollment in college. Furthermore, this finding supports Fidler and Hunter's

(1989) research, in which they reported that the relationship students had with their

professors made them more satisfied with their college experience and more likely to

persist. This finding reinforces Levitz and Noel (1989) and Tinto's (1989) research,

which suggests that a caring attitude and responsiveness of faculty and staff might be the

most powerful resources available for improving student retention and success.

According to Gordon and Grites (1984) and Naretto (1995), nontraditional

students need more initial contact, guidance and a supportive community in comparison

to traditional students, which may determine if nontraditional students persist at an
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institution. Gordon and Grites found that freshman seminar courses are an effective way

of providing structure and support for nontraditional students. A few of the respondents

in the study were re-entry, nontraditional students and they concurred with the research of

Gordon and Grites (1984) and Naretto (1995). These students expressed the important

role that Guidance 10 played in introducing them to the college and making them feel

like a part of the campus social system.

Tinto (1985) and Terenzini and Pascarella (1977) stressed the importance of

integrating freshman into the campus social system. Furthermore, the authors explained

that seminar courses are a way to integrate students into campus life and assist with their

transition to college. The findings in this study confirmed their research since 58% of the

respondents, who were interviewed, felt more a part of the social system after taking the

course. They expressed that after taking the course, they felt more comfortable and

confident in their other classes. Moreover, they were encouraged to socialize with other

classmates, which influenced them to be more social with other students on campus.

According to Fralisck (1993), a college orientation course is a way to provide a

more in-depth opportunity for student self-exploration and career goal setting. The

literature suggested the importance of career decision making in the orientation course.

However, in this study the career decision making information received the lowest scores

on the survey and, during the interviews, only half of the respondents indicated that

career decision making influenced them to stay enrolled in college. Therefore, this

information may not be an important factor in influencing students to persist or the

information may not be covered thoroughly in the class.

In this study, 11 out of the 12 respondents utilized counseling services by
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meeting with a counselor to develop a Student Education Plan. The respondent who did

not see a counselor reported that she did not have time to see a counselor. This finding is

consistent with the literature which suggests that freshmen, who used counseling

services, were more likely to succeed in college than those who did not (Churchill &

Iwai, 1981; Bishop, 1986; Walsh, 1985 as cited in Rayman & Garis, 1989). The majority

of the respondents in the study were successful since they were currently enrolled or had

graduated with a certificate or associate's degree.

Variables beyond orientation that influence retention

The majority of the respondents interviewed indicated that the orientation course

did influence them to stay in college. However, 25% of the respondents left college due

to personal factors not associated with their academics. These respondents had to drop

out of college due to miscellaneous personal factors. One respondent had a baby, another

respondent did not have the finances to pay for her education and the last respondent was

not ready to commit to college. This finding is in agreement with research conducted by

Tinto (1987), who reported that academic performance is not the only factor that

attributes to students leaving college. The respondent, who stated that she left college

due to limited financial resources to pay for college, concurs with research by Nora and

Rendon (1996). According to Nora and Rendon, Federal Pell Grants had the biggest

influence on retention since many students in their study had to drop out of college

because they did not receive enough financial aid to cover their college costs.

Characteristics of an orientation class at a two-year college

In the literature, it was found that freshman orientation courses at two-year

colleges frequently are larger, shorter in duration, less likely to be required, less varied in
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course content, and rarely used as an introduction to an academic discipline (Rice &

Devore, 1992). Guidance 10 was consistent with the literature except that the class

sections were not large, which was probably due to the fact that the course was not

mandatory.

In the study, it was found that Guidance 10 was short in duration, less varied in

content and rarely used as an introduction to an academic discipline in comparison with

an orientation course at a four-year university. Furthermore, Shan ley and Witten (1990)

suggested that a freshman seminar course should be designed to provide students with

caring, student-centered instructors in small classes, which should be about 20 to 25

students. The orientation course in this study was consistent with the literature;

consequently, Guidance 10 sections did vary in class size from 15-40 students but were

generally 20-25 students.

Forty-two percent of the respondents attended Coral College part time whereas

only 25% of them attended full time and 33% of them were no longer enrolled. This

finding reinforces Brooks-Leonard's (1991) research that students who attend community

colleges are much more likely to attend college part-time versus students who attend a

four-year university. The author concluded that community college students are more

likely not to return to college and students who attend college on a full-time basis return

at a much higher rate than those who attend part-time.

Recommendations for educators

The following recommendations are made for educators who can make a difference in

educational institutions and influence change in their districts that will affect the retention

of new community college students.
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I. Administrators are encouraged to review the findings of this study when making

decisions related to retention and decisions regarding the orientation to college course

in order to understand the influence an orientation course can have on retention.

Administrators are encouraged to be aware of orientation issues since they are

responsible for funding and overseeing orientation programs.

2. According to my analysis of the literature, faculty should co-teach the freshman

seminar classes with counselors to expose new students to several faculty members.

Furthermore, when faculty members make contact with new students and connect with

them in the beginning of their college career, students persist at a higher rate.

3. Implementation of an orientation course at other community colleges with similar

student populations should be considered since the course could potentially improve

retention and the success of new community college students. The student population at

Coral College has a high percentage of low-income, first-generation college students

from various ethnic backgrounds and ability levels.

4. The institution must be committed to student development and retention efforts by

developing policies and allocating funds for orientation to reduce attrition.

Suggestions for additional research

The following suggestions are made for additional research on the influence of an

orientation course on the academic performance and retention of new community college

students.

I. Due to the limited research on orientation at the community college level, more

research on retention should be conducted at the community college. The findings of this

study support previous research studies by Feldman (1993) and Glass and Garrett (1995),
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in which most research on retention is done at the baccalaureate level and at institutions

with residential facilities consequently retention at community colleges is not well

understood. Both authors concurred that there were "preexisting factors" that determined

which students were most likely to drop out. Additional research should be done at the

community college level to identify factors that are unique to that setting.

2. Two orientation courses at two different community colleges with similar student

populations should be compared. This study would explore the differences and

similarities of the two courses, which may lead to suggestions to improve the course.

3. Another suggestion would be to increase the number of students interviewed who took

the course and obtain more in depth information regarding the students' experiences in

the course. Furthermore, students who did not take the course could be interviewed to

investigate their experiences at the college then compare them with the students who took

the course to learn more about what factors influence students to persist.

This study investigated the influence of an orientation course on the academic

performance and retention of new community college students. The findings of this

research confirm that aspects of the course do influence the retention of new community

college students. Therefore, counselors and faculty are encouraged to continue to

recommend this course to new students, and administrators are advised to ensure that

there are a sufficient number of sections available for new students trying to enroll in the

course. Finally, the institution must make a commitment to retention and investigate

various methods to retain students through some type of orientation.
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SURVEY OF GUIDANCE 10 STUDENTS

The purpose of this survey is to examine the effectiveness of an orientation course on
new community college students. Results of this survey will be used for a doctoral
dissertation and to improve the effectiveness of an orientation course for new students.
To preserve your anonymity, do not put your name on this survey. Please answer the
following questions on the front and back of this survey then return it in the stamped,
self-addressed envelope by September 30, 2001.

Part I: Course Objectives:

The following are a list of course objectives for Guidance 10.
Answer the following questions by using the scale below.

1. You benefited from the information presented.
Comments:

2. You were able to demonstrate knowledge of the admissions,
assessment and registration process.
Comments:

3. You were able to make appropriate decisions relative to the
development of a Student Education Plan.
Comments:

A. You were able to demonstrate knowledge of the Associate Degree,
certificate and transfer programs that lead to baccalaureate degrees.
Comments:

5. You were able to demonstrate an entry level understanding of assessing
interests, values and skills relative to an educational or career goal.
Comments:

6. You were able to access and effectively utilize the college catalog,
schedule of classes, student handbook and other college publications.
Comments:

7. You were able to access appropriate student support services.
Comments:
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Part II: Course Outline

The following are a list of various topics that were discussed in
Guidance 10. Rate these topics by using the scale below.

1. Campus Tour

2. Student Services & Financial Aid

3. Information on Career Decision Making

4. Student Education Plan & Meeting with a Counselor

5. College Survival Skills (study skills, time management, etc.)

6. Certificate, Associate Degree & Transfer Requirements

7. Registration Information

Part III: Background Information

1. Male Female
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0oa.

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

2. Age

3. Current Grade Point Average (Circle one): 1.0-1.9 2.0-2.5 2.6-3.0 3.1-3.5 3.6-4.0

4. Units I Have Completed (Circle one): 1-15 16-30 31-45 46-60 60+

5. I Have Completed (Circle one): Certificate A.A/A.S. Transfer Requirements

Please feel free to comment on any aspect of the course that influenced you to continue
your enrollment at Coral College?
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Thank you for your participation in this survey.
Please return this survey by September 30, 2001 in the envelope provided to:

Stacey Robles, Counselor
Danner Hall 205, Guidance & Counseling Department.

Please call Stacey Robles, Counselor, (209) 956-5201 i f you have any questions.
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR PREVIOUSLY ENROLLED STUDENTS

The students in this study were asked to provide information regarding the

following topics: (a) personal data, (b) elements of a successful orientation program, (c)

the influence of Guidance 10 on retention, (d) the influence of Guidance 10 on grade

point average, (e) variables beyond orientation that influence retention, and (f)

environmental contexts of two and four-year colleges. As the interviews progressed,

additional questions may have been asked; nevertheless, at a minimum, the following

questions were asked:

Personal Data

When was your last semester at Coral College?

How many semesters or years did you attend Coral College?

What made you decide to enroll in college and take courses?

What were your academic and career goals?

Did you complete your academic and career goals? If not, why?

When did you decide to drop out of college?

Did you attend college part time (6 unit or less) or full time (12 units or more)? Did
you work part time (20 hours or less) or full time?

Elements of a Successful Orientation Program

Which semester did you take Guidance 10, Orientation to College?

What did you learn in the class that was useful? How was it useful?

What did you learn in the class that was not useful? Why?

How did learning about certificate, Associate degree and transfer requirements affect
your decision to stay or withdraw from college?
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How did the student services and financial aid presentation affect your decision to
stay or withdraw from college?

How did the information on career decision making affect your decision to stay or
withdraw from college?

How did meeting with a counselor and developing a Student Education Plan affect
your decision to stay or withdraw from college?

How did learning college survival skills such as study skills and time management
affect your decision to stay or withdraw from college?

The influence of Guidance 10 on retention

What was it about Guidance 10 that did or did not influence you to stay in college?

The influence of Guidance 10 on grade point average

What was it about Guidance 10 that did or did not influence your grade point
average?

Variables beyond orientation that influence retention

What personal or school related factors affected your decision to stay enrolled or
withdraw from college?

Did the orientation class make you feel a part of the campus social system? Why or
why not?

What did you like about the course? Why?

What did you dislike about the course? Why?

Environmental Contexts of Two and Four-year Colleges

Approximately how many weeks was your orientation course? How did the duration
of the course influence your understanding of the course materials?

Guidance 10 is not a required course. Why did you take Guidance 10?

Approximately how many students were in your Guidance 10 class? How did the size
of the course influence your understanding of the course material?
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Concluding Questions

If we were to redesign this course and you were asked to help - What information
would you include and what would you not include?

What additional information would you have liked to receive in this class?

Is there anything else you would like to add about your experience in Guidance 10?
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR CURRENTLY ENROLLED STUDENTS

The students in this study were asked to provide information regarding the

following topics: (a) personal data, (b) elements of a successful orientation program, (c)

the influence of Guidance 10 on retention, (d) the influence of Guidance 10 on grade

point average, (e) variables beyond orientation that influence retention, and (t)

environmental contexts of two and four-year colleges. As the interviews progressed,

additional questions may have been asked; nevertheless, at a minimum, the following

questions were asked:

Personal Data

How long (semesters or years) have you been attending Coral College?

What made you decide to enroll in college and take courses?

What are your academic and career goals?

Do you attend college part time (6 unit or less) or full time (12 units or more)? Do
you work part time (20 hours or less) or full time?

Elements of a Successful Orientation Program

Which semester did you take Guidance 10, Orientation to College?

What did you learn in the class that was useful? How was it useful?

What did you learn in the class that was not useful? Why?

How did learning about certificate, Associate degree and transfer requirements affect
your decision to stay in college?

How did the student services and financial aid presentation affect your decision to
stay in college?

How did the information on career decision making affect your decision to stay in
college?
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How did meeting with a counselor and developing a Student Education Plan affect
your decision to stay in college?

How did learning college survival skills such as study skills and time management
affect your decision to stay in college?

The influence of Guidance 10 on retention

What was it about Guidance 10 that did or did not influence you to stay in college?

The influence of Guidance 10 on grade point average

What was it about Guidance 10 that did or did not influence your grade point
average?

Variables beyond orientation that influence retention

What personal or school related factors affected your decision to stay enrolled in
college?

Did the orientation class make you feel a part of the campus social system?

What did you like about the course? Why?

What did you dislike about the course? Why?

Environmental Contexts of Two and Four-year Colleges

Approximately how many weeks was your orientation course? How did the duration
of the course influence your understanding of the course materials?

Guidance 10 is not a required course. Why did you take Guidance 10?

Approximately how many students were in your Guidance 10 class? How did the size
of the course influence your understanding of the course material?

Concluding Questions

If we were to redesign this course and you were asked to help - What information
would you include and what would you not include?

What additional information would you have liked to receive in this class?

Is there anything else you would like to add about your experience in Guidance 10?
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CREDfT COURSE OUTLINE

Office of Instruction

Date: 311/88

Department Number: Guidance 10 Submitted by :

Title of Course: Orientation to Caw Approved by:

Prerequisites: Not open to students who have completed Guid lla and Guid 11b.

Catalog Statement: This course, recommended for all entering and re-entry students,
provides orientation, counseling and advisement for students. It assists students in the
development of an educational plan through inavklual and group counseing. Guid 10 is
equivalent to the combined courses of Guid 1 la and Gull 11b.

This course Is x is not associate degree appropriate.

Textbook Student Hancboolc

WS AND OalECTNES:

General Aim
1. To become familiar with the matriculation process at ..coral college.
2. To understand the oollegs organization structure and time tables.
3. To bacons aware ci the various student support services available on campus and

in the community.
4. To be able to identify Ind compare the afferent programs available.
5. To be able to evaluate personal characteristics and objectives relative to

educational wets.

Specific Objectives:
1. To imderstand the admission and registration process.
2. To develop slcills using be college catalog.
3. To develop a tentative four-semester student educational course plan (SEP).
4. To differentiate Associate in Arts degrees, Vocational and Certificate programs,

and transfer programs.
6. To assess Interest, values, and skills relative to an educational gag
6. To select appropriate support services: financial aid, tutoring, student activities,

computer lab, re-entry, EOPS, library, assessment center, etc.
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CREDIT COURSE OUTUNE

COURSE OUTUNE

1. Matriculation Process
a. Application for Admission
b. Assessment
c. Counseling/Advising
d. Course Registration

2. Registration Process
a. Priority Registration
b. Late Registration
c. Ackl/Withdraw from Classes

3. Graduation Requirements
a. General Education/Breadth
b. Major
C. Other Electives

4 . Educational Alternatives at
a. Vocational and certificate programs
b. Associate in Arts Degree
c. Upgrade Job Skills
d. Transfer Programs

1. University of California
2. California State Universities
3. Private Universities

S. Interpretation of Aptitude/Skills and Interests
a. &Axle tasts: CGP, SAT, ACT, ASVAB
b. Interest tests: Strong Campbell, Career Assessment Inventory, SIGI.

EURB(A

6. Four-Semester Student Educational Course Plan (SEP)
a. Prerequisites
b. Schack/Ong

7 . Student Hambook
B. Colege &nivel Skills
9. Support and Resource Services .

Evaluation:

1. Participation in CIEISS ciscussion
2. Completion of an appropriate written tentative four-semester student

educational course plan (SEP)
3. Completion of homework assignments
4. Written final examination
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Informed Consent Form for Student Participation

The Influence of a Freshman Orientation Course on the Academic
Performance and Retention of New Community College Students

You are invited to participate in a research study, which will examine the influence of a
freshman orientation course on the academic performance and retention of new
community college students. I am a student at the University of the Pacific, School of
Education. This research will be used in conjunction with my dissertation. You were
selected as a possible participant in this study because you took Guidance 10, Orientation
to College, during fall 1996 - fall 1999 and met the study's criteria.

If you decide to participate, please fill out the enclosed survey that will take
approximately 5 minutes to complete. Then, return the survey and this consent form to
the Counseling Department at Coral College, Danner Hall 205 in the self-addressed
envelope.

There are no risks involved for participants. The benefits of your participation in this
study are that the results of this study will be used to improve the Guidance 10 course.

Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified
with you will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission.

Your participation is entirely voluntary and your decision whether or not to participate
will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. If you
decide to participate, you are free to discontinue participation at any time without penalty
or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled.

If you have any questions about this research at any time, please call Stacey Robles,
Counselor at Coral College (209) 956-5201 or Dr. Phyllis Hensley, (209) 946-2670. If
you have any questions about your rights as a participant in this research project, or in the
event of a research related injury, please call the Graduate School Office, UOP, 946-
2261. You will be offered a copy of this form to keep for your records.

Your signature below indicates that: (1) you have read and understand the information
provided above, (2) you willingly agree to participate in this study, (3) you may withdraw
your consent at anytime and discontinue participation at anytime without penalty or loss
of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled, (4) you will receive a copy of this form,
and (5) you are not waiving any legal claims, rights or remedies.

Signature: Date:
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Table 4. Students Who Did and Did Not Complete Guidance 10.

Students Who Did Not Take Guidance 10. Students Who Completed Guidance 10.

Student Units
Completed

GPA Degrees
Completed

1 23 1.85 0
2 45 1.86 0
3 55 3.23 0
4 14 1.67 0

5 51.5 2.41 0

6 14 1.65 0

7 67.5 3.48 0
8 46.5 1.96 0
9 14 1.2 0
10 3.5 4.0 0
11 23.5 2.69 0
12 11.5 2.1 0
13 0 0 0
14 17.5 3.4 0

15 35 1.96 0
16 30.5 2.25 0

17 7 .43 0

18 8.5 1.4 0
19 20.5 1.67 0
20 13.5 2.53 0
21 1.5 0 0
22 0 0 0

23 0 0 0
24 25 2.3 0
25 78 2.48 0
26 16 .95 0
27 0 0 0

28 3.5 0 0
29 3 0 0
30 .5 0 0
Averages 21 Units 1.58

GPA
0 Degrees
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Student Units
Completed

GPA Degrees
Completed
01 44 2.66

2 20.5 1.33 0
3 34 2.02 0
4 23 2.15 0
5 45 3.36 0
6 98.5 2.75 1

57.5 2.83 0
8 10 2.08 0

5 .71 0
10 12 2.42 0
11 119.5 1.43 0
12 21 1.94 0
13 1 .14 0
14 27.5 2.29 0
15 33.5 3.42 0
16 3.5 1.07 0
17 68 2.62 0
18 22.5 2.19 0 .

19 1 .60 0
20 1 0 0
21 41.5 1.94 0
22 7 2.29 0
23 43.5 3.43 0
24 23 2.28 0
25 27.5 2.17 0
26 7 1.38 0
27 2.5 .84 0
28 51 3.67 0
29 4 2.0 0
30 3.5 0 0
Averages 25 Units 1.93

GPA
1 Degree
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